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BRIEFLY
Ramble on - later
Te Awamutu Altrusa's 26th
Home and Garden Ramble has
been postponed from this
Sunday until November 21.
Organisers are hoping we will
at least be in Level 2 and it can
operate with the usual Covid
restrictions.
They say owners of the
properties have put so much
work into their properties it
would be a shame not to be
able to showcase them and
raise funds for Starship’s NICU
unit.

Cornerstone Lunch
The annual Cornerstone Trust
fundraising luncheon has
been moved to Friday,
February 11.
MC James McOnie and guest
speaker Tom Walsh have been
reconfirmed.
Tickets are $100 each. If you
have already purchased a
ticket you are asked to
confirm attendance next year.

Bowls correction
The Drawn Spring Pairs
winners (pictured p.g. 14 October 28 edition) were Chris
Osment and Warwick Flintoff,
not Lynda Bennett and
Warwick Flintoff as previously
printed.

60s up cancelled
There will be no further 60s
up Te Awamutu meetings or
trips until further notice.

Craft Swap off
Waipā District Libraries’ Craft
Supply Swap has been
cancelled due to future
uncertainties with Alert
Levels.

Find you Fit
Find your Fit with Lynda S
classes will now be held
virtually every Wednesday (as
of yesterday) until early
December at 6pm via the
events section on Wāipa
District Libraries’ Facebook
page and YouTube channel.

Some shopping is
now back in town
Restrictions have eased: We are now at level 3, step 2; pop-up vaccinations clinic open
Caitlan Johnston

Y

esterday there were no new
community Covid-19 cases
reported in the Te Awamutu area but 39 other
cases still remain active.
There was one new community
case in Ōtorohanga, bringing the
town’s total to 13.
Across the Waikato region there
are 88 active cases, and 56 cases have
recovered.
Some businesses got to open again
yesterday, with the Waikato region’s
move to alert level 3, step 2 at 11.59pm
on Tuesday.
Co-owner of The CoLab Store said
that loads of people were back out
shopping yesterday.
“We’re relieved to be open and are
grateful as always that we have a
community that is committed to supporting our great array of local
stores,” says Jo.
Step 2 means that retail stores and
public facilities like libraries,
museums and zoos can reopen, face
masks and 2m distancing are
required.
Outdoor gatherings can now go
ahead with up to 25 people, and the
two-household restriction from level
3, step 1 is removed.
Outdoor exercise classes like yoga
and boot camps can expand to include
25
people,
including
instructors.
Physical distancing is strongly encouraged when outdoors with others.
“Fingers crossed that hairdressers,
beauty
therapy,
cafes
and
restaurants aren’t far behind, they
will need us all to get behind them,”
says Jo.
In October the Waikato District
Health Board began expanding its
mobile vaccination programme and
this week vaccinations have been
offered at over 50 locations.

Co-owner of The
CoLab Store Jo
Rusling was
relieved to have
customers back
in the store from
yesterday.
Photo / Dean Taylor

A pop-up
vaccination
centre was set up
in the
Countdown
carpark on
Tuesday.

continued on A6
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Pratts Big
Woodfire
Clearance
Sale!
LIMITED STO
C
NOW AVAILA K
BLE

Save hundreds on Firenzo
and Yunca wood-burners at
www.pratts.co.nz/firesale

PRA141021A

Call 0800 PRATTS or visit one of our showrooms to help with your decision.

Consultation, sales, permits and installation - at Pratts Plumbing one call does it all!

2 Kihikihi Road, Te Awamutu P 07 871 3069 E sales@wilkspenny.co.nz
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Wow — what a disappointment to
read the response from Waipā
Mayor Jim Mylchreest (Te
Awamutu Courier, October 28)
regarding the Three Waters reform,
titled “Broken promises”.
Even if the majority of people
were to choose this (not likely
based on most commentary thus
far) local councils have a duty to
stand up for their right to consult
with those they represent.
His comments show him to be
spokesman for the Government
rather than an elected
representative of the local
community, suggesting we accept
these broken promises, saying
“Now we need to look ahead and
to what we can do. How can we
make this work best for Waipā —
even though we are not happy
about it”.
This can be just the beginning,
but it starts with you, Mayor
Mylchreest, to stand up for those
you represent.
I’m convinced there is enough
creativity, interest and know-how
within this community to give this
sort of tyrannical move the push
back it deserves.
Cassandra Wallis

Working for community

Two years ago I was elected with
others to join the Te Awamutu
Community Board.
My reason for standing for the
board rather than council is
because it has become apparent to
me that the councillors adopt
policies and procedures, but the
real work with the community is
done by the community board.
It is essential we have a
community board.
If you get a chance, ask a
community board member and
councillors what they themselves
have worked towards for the

community in the last two years.
I am working towards a
programme for the youth, which
will start early 2022.
I have spoken to the youth to
find out what they would like and
I am quite excited about this.
There will be no cost involved
and a few interesting events
happening.
I also have worked towards
more parking and parking
wardens. Parking is an ongoing
problem and I will continue to
work on the problem as it is not
fair when a park is taken all day
by one person.
If something is not right I want
to work my hardest to put it right.
I feel very proud to live in Te
Awamutu.
Jill Taylor

Just 0.09 per cent

Councillors adopted a proposal to
see Waipā ratepayers and
residents have fewer councillors to
represent them in the 2022 local
body elections, after community
feedback supported a proposal to
reduce the number of councillors
from 13 to 11.
The 11 is made up of 10 elected
councillors and a Māori ward.
Community feedback only
amounted to 50 submissions, out
of a 2021 Waipā population of
53,600 (Waipā District Council
Official Website). This is only
0.09 per cent.
So, the decision has been made
on just 0.09 per cent of the
population. Is 0.09 per cent the
new majority threshold to pass
council decisions? Do councillors
believe this is a fair representation,
or do they not care?
This implies that the opinions of
99.9 per cent of Waipā’s population
has been ignored. Is this
democracy?
Due to an upcoming reduction

in councillor representation, will
we see a reduction in rates?
Council will argue no, as
councillor salaries are controlled
by the Remuneration Authority.
However, this does not excuse
that the four unelected members
(out of 17), appointed in lieu of
having a Māori ward will not be cut,
and a reduction of the other 13 iwi
representatives.
This will most definitely see a
reduction in rates costs as they are
paid from the Rates Remuneration
Fund, assuming we have a council
intent on saving the people of
Waipā money.
Hayden Woods

Ethical farmers

Rural NZ is in a deplorable state.
This is the heading Barbara Kuriger
used for a column she wrote on
farmers’ stress for a local paper.
On the front page of that paper
the lead story told us that the water
sources supplying Te Kuiti and
Ōtorohanga are among the most
polluted in the country.
There have been years and
years of incontrovertible science
identifying the reasons for this so
we all know why it is happening.
There are many non-farming
folk living in rural areas across the
Waikato.
They have paid their way to
help build the communities in
which they live and they, too, are
suffering anxiety and stress.
Increases in local rates to clean
up this water, increases in
insurance premiums to cover the
fire and flood damage caused by
climate change, increases in
regional council rates for those in
intensive dairying areas, increased
strain on the health systems that
have to grapple with the problems
created by nitrogen and nitrates in
the water and the state of the
planet we will be leaving for our

We all know that there
are many ethical
farmers out there and
we value them.

children are among our concerns.
We all know that there are many
ethical farmers out there and we
value them. They are our only
hope.
If those good farmers would:
1. Publicly dissociate from those
bringing their industry into
disrepute, like farmers4positive
change are doing.
2. Not give status to those who
own more farms than they can
sustainably and ethically manage,
resulting in cases of appalling
neglect and animal cruelty before
the courts.
3. Ensure their spokespeople
have no vested interests in the
businesses of those who have
come before the courts.
4. Publicly call out councils who
do not do enough to monitor bad
practices.
Then we will know they are
taking our concerns seriously. We
will have more faith in the farming
culture and our support will
overwhelm them. Stress on both
sides will diminish.
Janet Marshall

Think of the ratepayers

During the past two lockdowns the
council has not given any thought
to lowering the rates while we are
in times of struggle due to Covid
and also have no access to parks,
libraries, etc.
It seems that all you are
concerned about is the council and
not the people of this region.
Hone Hughes

This newspaper is subject to NZ Media Council procedures.
A complaint must ﬁrst be directed in writing, within one month of
publication, to dean.taylor@nzme.co.nz.
If not satisﬁed with the response, the complaint may be referred to the
Media Council PO Box 10-879, The Terrace, Wellington 6143. Or use the
online complaint form at www.mediacouncil.org.nz. Please include copies
of the article and all correspondence with the publication.

WAIPA ALUMINIUM
SECURITY DOORS AND FLYSCREENS
• Locally owned and operated
• Over 25 years experience in aluminium
• Call us today for your free quote

Simon Whale 022 469 2423 • waipaali@gmail.com • www.waipaaluminium.co.nz
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Waipā Youth Award recipients named
Among best:
Oksana Voznyuk’s
achievements carry
on ‘proud tradition’

W

aipā’s
top
young
sportspeople, academic
achievers and community leaders have been
recognised in this year’s annual
Youth Awards.
The Waipā Youth Award, usually
a live event hosted before senior
exams; was cancelled this year due
to Covid-19 and replaced by a video
starring all-star rugby great Honey
Hireme-Smiler and Waipā mayor Jim
Mylchreest.
Each of the various award
categories is separated into three tiers
— Achieved, Merit and Excellence,
with judges choosing a top student
who displayed excellence in their
respective field.
Te Awamutu College principal
Tony Membery says he is proud of
the success of a number of his
students, especially Multi-Achiever
Excellence Award winner Oksana
Voznyuk.
He says it is like the “Supreme
Award” as the recipient has to excel
in two areas.
“Oksana’s success carries on a
proud tradition, with Te Awamutu
College students Leah Belfield having
also earned the award in 2019, Katie
Foulkes in 2016 and Megan Bethell in
2015,” says Tony.
“Congratulations to all those who
were nominated. You have accomplished fine deeds to be there.
“Huge thanks also to Liz Parsons,
for countless hours spent preparing
our nomination forms, and to Waipā
District Council, the sponsors and the
judges.” The following students have
been recognised as showing distinction in their respective category and
received the Excellence-tier award.
St Peter’s Cambridge’s Ruoan
Wang was recipient of the Academic
award, Miranda McArthur, also of St
Peter’s, received the Arts & Culture
award.
Billie Brown-Wahanui from Te
Awamutu College received the Community Service award for her
contributions to the community.
The Leadership award was
awarded to Hunter Ludlum of Cambridge High School.
Three young sportspeople were
selected to receive the top sports
award, with judges unable to choose
a single worthy recipient. Jack
Carswell, Maui Morrison and Andrew
Syme, all of Cambridge High School,
received a shared top award.
In a year thrown into disarray by
Covid-19, the mayor thanked the district’s students for the sacrifices they
had made during the pandemic year.
“Our students have had to make

Major award recipients at Te Awamutu College 2020 Senior Prizegiving,
from left: MJ Neethling, Kate Yarndley, Troy James.
Photos / Dean Taylor

Brianna Walker (left), Megan Walker, Matthew Yarndley and Billie BrownWahanui.

Achiever Excellence Award Oksana Voznyuk pictured last year as recipient
of the RSA Peace Scholarship for contribution, service and leadership;
General Excellence Cup and AG Freeman Medal for Dux Litterarum.

some serious sacrifices this year
within their academic, sporting and
social lives.
“We’ve
seen
cancelled
graduations, cancelled sporting
seasons, and most recently, uncertainty around end-of-year exams. It
hasn’t been easy for our youth, and
we’re grateful to our students for their
contribution to the community this
year.”
Te Awamutu College’s noteworthy
recipients are:
Oksana Voznyuk: Excellence —
Multi-Achiever, Merit — Academic.
Oksana was nominated on the
basis of the following achievements:
AG Freeman Medal for Dux
Litterarum; Principal’s Award, Head
Student; General Excellence Cup Year

13 2020 (Academic, Sports, Culture,
Participation & Service); RSA Peace
Scholarship — Girls’ (for contribution,
service and leadership).
Billie Brown- Wahanui: Excellence
— Community Service.
Billie was nominated on the basis
of the following achievements: Service Committee chairperson; Waipā
District Council Service to the Community Award; University of Waikato
Te Paewai O Te Rangi Scholarship for
Outstanding Academic Achievement; Community Involvement,
Netball Coach and Zone Theory Umpire for Te Awamutu Netball Centre.
Brianna Walker: Merit — Academic.
Brianna was nominated on the
basis of the following achievements:
NZQA level 3 scholarship — health;

NCEA level 3 endorsed with excellence; Te Awamutu Business and
Professional Women Trophy for Initiative and Enterprise; SADD Committee chairperson; Nga Kete O Te
Wānanga Trophy: Top Academic Māori Student in Year 13.
Megan Walker: Merit — Academic.
Megan was nominated on the basis
of the following achievements: Academic Excellence — The Poot Cup for
Top Year 12 Student; NCEA level 2
endorsed with excellence; mathematics and statistics with Calculus,
physics, chemistry and economics
endorsed with excellence; Gold
Award with Distinction for earning 92
NCEA level 2 excellence credits; First
in Subject Chemistry — Devlin Cup;
mathematics and statistics with calculus — Paul Corboy Cup; physics —
Edmund Halley Cup; Keith Millar Cup
for Excellence in Sciences.
Matthew Yarndley: Merit — Academic.
Matthew was nominated on the
basis of the following achievements:
General Excellence Cup Year 12;
Trebilco Cup for Academic, Sport,
Culture, Participation and Service;
Gold Award with Distinction for earning 92 NCEA level 2 excellence
Credits; NCEA level 2 chemistry,
physics, graphics and design and
economics — endorsed with excellence; invited to attend Hands On at

Otago University in January 2021 —
only selected Year 12 and 13 students
get to go each year.
M J Neethling: Merit — Arts and
Culture.
M J was nominated on the basis
of the following achievements: RSA
Peace Scholarship — Boys’ (for contribution, service and leadership);
Baird Trophy for Outstanding Contribution to Dance; Principal’s Award —
Head Student; First in Subject — NCEA
level 3 dance.
Kate Yarndley: Merit — Leadership.
Kate was nominated on the basis
of the following achievements: Principal’s Award — Head Student; Rotary
Shield for Contribution, Service and
Leadership; captain of the girls’ first
X1 hockey team; leader at Narrows
Park Christian Camp.
Troy James: Achieved — Leadership.
Troy was nominated on the basis
of the following achievements: Principal’s Award — Head Student; Rotary
Shield for Service to the School —
Boys’ Shield; Rugby boys’ first XV
Captain ; J.G Williamson Trophy —
Boys’ Rugby Most Valuable Player.

i

The list of recipients and
further information can be
found on the Waipā District
Council at waipadc.govt.nz/
waipa-youth-awards.

Helping families and friends
honour their loved ones
Funeral services are not about us, they’re about you and the person you are honouring, a time to say goodbye
the way you want to. Nothing is too much to ask and you will always be our number one priority.
Rosetown Funeral Home proudly serves the people of Te Awamutu, Ōtorohanga and the surrounding areas.

07 870 2137

262 Ohaupo Road,
Te Awamutu
office@rosetown.co.nz
www.rosetown.co.nz

Jim Goddin - Helen Carter - William Johnston - Jan Howie - David Espin
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Four-year-old Isla Smith in
her costume.

Oscar and Isaac Emmitt with their Halloween creation.

Souljah Smith (Spider-man)
and Jade Hoffstetter (pirate)
enjoying displays in Kihikihi.
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Fun, spooky times

Charlotte Scott got well
into character this
Halloween.

Photos / Supplied

It was Matthew (Willy Wonka), Joel
(astronaut) and Bella (witch) Pearce’s
first time doing Halloween.

Brother and sister, Dakoda (tradie, left) and Aria
(Elsa, centre) with their cousin Jerkio who
asked to dress-up as his dad for Halloween.

Halloween is not just for the kids.

Five-year-old Elijah Oliver-Thompson.

Connor (spider-man)
and Lachlan Glenn had
lots of fun making
Halloween cookies.
Jace Colllins looking after the
contactless trick-or-treat station.

Hollie (left), Jackson (centre) and
Katie enjoyed the Halloween
displays around town.

Neighbours sharing a bubble got to spend Halloween together.

These children turned their house into a haunted one for Halloween.

Ash Adams and her Halloween
makeup.

MATAMATA COUNTRY LODGE
HOME, HOSPITAL & RETIREMENT VILLAGE

We’re all ready for a

SUPER

Two doses
are all it takes
to get summer
-ready!

summer
...

Astra Bedside Drawers
Everyday low price: $169
• Made in New Zealand.

• Fully assembled.

• Stylish and compact.

• Available in selected colours:
Oak, White, Black.

• 5 year warranty.

SERVICED APARTMENTS
AVAILABLE NOW
• Beautiful modern layout • House-keeping once a week
• Main meal provided daily • Health care staff onsite
• A lifestyle designed for maximum privacy and independence
Live your life to the full in a Matamata Country Lodge
Serviced Apartment - enquire today!

Want to: Hang with the fam?
Eat at a restaurant? Jam out at
a concert? Party with friends?

It’s all happening but only

if you’re vaccinated!
Proud to be part of your community since 1995

• Stock available now.
VISIT YOUR LOCAL STORE:
280 Alexander Street, Te Awamutu

are you?

Let’s hit the 90% target Waipā and get summer started!

Find your nearest vaccination centre
at healthpoint.co.nz or book
your jab at bookmyvaccine.nz

PHONE (07) 888 4090

Thanks for doing your part Waipā!
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Residents back local business
Spending in Waipa strong despite Covid-19

S

pending activity has been
strong in 2021 with Waipā
splashing out 9.2 per cent
higher than 2019 levels,
compared with a 1.5 per cent national
rise on average, as reported at a
Waipa District Council strategic planning and policy committee meeting.
Waipā district councillors discussed the area’s economic growth,
which was presented as part of the
Annual Plan update report on
November 2.
The report by Brad Olsen, principal
planner and director of Infometrics
Limited, showed Waipā’s resilience
amid the current Covid-19 conditions.
Councillors praised the Waipā
community for supporting local businesses during a tough time.
“Our card spending has more than

tripled the Waikato regional growth
average. It is encouraging to see our
community buying local,” said Te
Awamutu councillor Lou Brown.
“Residents are making a conscious
effort to spend within Waipā which
is helping our local businesses that
have been hit hard by the pandemic.”
Alert level 3 step 2, which started
on Tuesday at 11.59pm, allowed for
retail shops and public facilities to
reopen from yesterday morning.
Physical distancing, face masks
and contact tracing are required
when entering retail stores and public
facilities.
Waipā District Council customer
service counters, Te Awamutu
Museum and the Waipā District
Libraries in Cambridge and Te Awamutu also reopened yesterday.

Library supervisor Rachel Newnes
said the librarians had missed seeing
customers and are pleased to be able
to open again.
“There will be restrictions in place
to keep everyone who visits the
library safe.
“We have limits on numbers and
people will be confined to 20 minutes
in the libraries.
“This gives everyone an equal opportunity to enjoy the facility while
following Covid-19 restrictions.”
Libraries will be opening under the
reduced hours of 9am-5pm, Monday
to Friday, and 9.30am-1pm on Saturday. Te Awamutu Museum will be
open at its regular hours of 10am4pm, Monday to Friday, and 10am2pm on Saturday.
Alert level 3 step 2 has come at a
perfect time for the museum with a
new exhibition going in the front
porch gallery next week.
Also coming at the perfect time is

a restart of council’s full recycling
services, with the assisted and narrow streets services back at step 2.
Operations team leader Jennifer
Braithwaite reminded residents to be
vigilant with abiding by recycling
guidelines and to only put clean
recyclable items in the appropriate
wheelie bin to ensure staff processing
recycling remain safe.
“Last lockdown we had a lot of
items that should not have been
placed in wheelie bins unfortunately
making their way in there.”
Residents are also encouraged to
be patient when visiting council facilities and follow the hygiene practices
in place.
Alert level 3 step 2 also permits
outdoor gatherings of up to 25 people
with the removal of the twohousehold restriction.
For more information about what
is permitted at alert level 3 step 2,
head to covid19.govt.nz.

A taste of
Craft Fair
offered
online
Te Awamutu i-Site Centre is giving loyal supporters of the cancelled Craft Fair a chance to see
what they are missing out on this
year with a Virtual Craft Fair.
It has a designated page on
the i-Site website with image tiles
of many of the businesses
usually associated with the
physical event. When clicked on,
the customer is directed to the
business’ website or Facebook
page.
The Virtual Craft Fair can be
found at teawamutuinfo.co.nz/
virtual-craft-fair/ and runs until
November 14.

Waipā achieves 90%
rate for first doses
continued from A1

Central Cafe owner Murray Peterson says people have been enjoying their coffees and “picnics” at their sidewalk
tables under the new restrictions.
Photo / Dean Taylor

Essential
work on the
front lines.
As the provider of your essential power
network, Waipa Networks continue to operate
under all alert levels. You might notice the
team out and about continuing with critical
maintenance on your power network, feel free
to share a smile and a friendly wave, but if you
can do so from a distance, that helps us keep
each other safe.

KINGST_1746_TAC_A

We thank you for your patience during planned
outages as we continue essential maintenance
and work safely in your community.

For detail on outages visit:
outages.waipanetworks.co.nz

Locations include supermarket
carparks, local halls, school grounds,
community centres and marae —
anywhere the teams can set up a
gazebo and put out a couple of
chairs.
On Tuesday a mobile vaccination
site was set up in the Countdown Te
Awamutu carpark.
Within the Waikato region, the
Waipā District was the first to
achieve a 90 per cent vaccination
rate for first doses and as of November 2, 90.8 per cent of the eligible
population have received their first
dose and 76.9 per cent are fully
vaccinated.
Across the Waikato region, 86.9
per cent have received their first
dose and 72.7 per cent are fully
vaccinated.
Hamilton City has also now
surpassed 90 per cent for first doses,
sitting at 90.1 per cent.
Nationwide, as of yesterday, 88
per cent of the eligible population

Let’s vaccinate NZ by Xmas
has received their first dose and 76
per cent is fully vaccinated. Close to
seven million vaccinations have
been administered to date.
DHBs across the country are
required to meet the 90 per cent fully
vaccinated target before areas can
move to the Government’s new
framework to manage Covid-19.
Five DHBs across the country
have surpassed 90 per cent for first
doses, including two of three of the
DHBs in Auckland — Waitematā DHB
and Auckland DHB.
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PERSON-CENTRED
APPROACH STARS
IN NEW DEMENTIA
CARE RESOURCES.
Amy Fuller spent months making props for her Halloween display.

Photo / Supplied

Taking a scenic fright
past Amy’s creations
Halloween display for Kihikihi’s boys and ghouls
[Amy] did an
amazing job setting
up her front lawn for
the Kihikihi
community.

Caitlan Johnston

A

Kihikihi woman
who spent months
creating
decorations did not
let Covid-19 scare her off
doing Halloween this year.
When Amy Fuller started
making the decorations she
couldn’t have imagined we
would soon plummet back
into a Covid-19 lockdown.
But despite restrictions and
a handful of locals being
opposed to the idea, Amy
forged ahead with her display
which provided those
participating in Halloween
this year with a bit of fun
amidst a challenging time.
“I had the idea of a drivethrough, or drive-by, rather.
Cars and pedestrians go past
here all the time,” says Amy.
“I was determined to be safe.”

Mandy Merson

CommSafe’s community
safety officer Mandy Merson
was even out on the street
controlling traffic to keep the
children safe.
Amy says she received lots
of thanks from the
community.
“[Amy] did an amazing job
setting up her front lawn for
the Kihikihi community
yesterday with safe drive-by
trick or treat for the kids,”

wrote Raquel Richards to a
local community grapevine
page on Facebook.
Around 200 bags of candy
were opened and given away
from Amy’s display.
When children came trick
or treating to the house, Amy
used a pick up stick to safely
hand them their candy.
She says she regularly
sanitised both the stick and
her hands.
The display featured an
“oogie-boogie man” that took
about six hours in total to
make, a witch that took her
around four hours to create
and a papier mache pumpkin
that took days.
Most of the resources used
to make the display were free
or gifted.
“The people are so
wonderful here in Kihikihi,”
says Amy.

Putting yourself in the shoes of
someone else is at the heart of a
new initiative designed to enhance
the skills of those caring for the
more than 70,000 people living with
dementia in New Zealand.
The New Zealand Dementia
Foundation is creating the Dementia
STARs concept - “Short Trainings in
Awareness and Responsiveness”eight free resource kits to support
more than 1,500 people in the
dementia workforce thanks to a
substantial grant from the CHT
Aged Care Fund.
Launching online in 2022, the
downloadable kits are based on
sound principles and produced
locally by skilled dementia
educators. Each kit includes
a facilitator guide, short video
segments, printable infographic,
links to further resources and a prerecorded ‘virtual classroom’ video.
The person-centred approach
involves valuing not only people
living with dementia but also
their carers, treating a person
with dementia as an individual,
seeking to understand a person’s
perspective on the world and
reframing care tasks as the
opportunity for positive social
interaction.

Trick-or-treating fun was had in Kihikihi at Amy's Halloween display.

Photo / Supplied

70 Albert Park Drive, Te Awamutu

INVESTMENT IN PROFESSIONAL
SERVICES

“Staff are crying out for more
information and resources to
keep doing their jobs better, so by
supporting trainers to upskill their
own teams we know we can reach
a large workforce that is continually
striving to lift their game, using
proven techniques interpreted
through a local lens.”

• Returning $72,000pa plus GST & Outgoings
• New 6 year term with rights of renewal to 2036
• Established accountancy practice
• Freehold site of 1,012sqm (more or less)
• Modern offices with a floor area of 398sqm
(approx.)
• 12 on-site car parks
• Seismic 90% NBS – A Grade
• Desirable profile CBD location

CHT Healthcare Trust is a
leading provider of quality aged
residential care, with nearly 60
years of experience in communities
around the upper North Island and
a strong commitment to improving
future care for older people.

AUCTION: 11am, Thursday 2nd December 2021,
678 Victoria St, Hamilton CBD (unless sold prior).
Mike Neale 027 451 5133
mike.neale@naiharcourts.co.nz
Aaron Donaldson 027 755 7522
aaron.donaldson@naiharcourts.co.nz
Cnr Victoria & London Streets, Hamilton

Dr Matthew Croucher,
Psychiatrist of Old Age and New
Zealand Dementia Foundation
Chair, says the opportunity to
support and educate the workforce
will be extended significantly
through Dementia STARs.

Monarch Commercial Limited MREINZ | Licensed Agent (REAA 2008)

As a charitable trust, with a
focus on purpose rather than profit,
CHT’s Aged Care Fund aims to
enhance the wellbeing of older
people through initiatives that drive
innovation and improvement in
care. Grants are given each year
in areas such as research into the
needs of older people, improved
access to care and workforce
development.
Carriann Hall, Chief Executive
of CHT Healthcare Trust says that
the opportunity to fund a project to
ignite positive change for a large
number of older New Zealanders
and their carers closely aligned with
the goal of the Fund.
“About 60-70% of people living
in aged residential care have some
form of dementia, yet most of them
do not need to be in specialist
settings, so giving carers the
knowledge and confidence to take
great care of them must go beyond
staff in specialist units.”
Face-to-face group training is
believed to be the most effective
and engaging way to deliver
training sessions according to New
Zealand Dementia Foundation
Sector Liaison Officer, Susan Gee,
who notes that the chance to
collaborate together can be a very
powerful way to ignite a new culture
of care.
Applications for the 2021 CHT
Aged Care Fund grants closes on
30 November 2021. Find out more
at www.cht.co.nz/agedcarefund
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Farm Environment Awards
going ahead for 2021/22
espite the interruptions of
complete and entrants will still
Covid-19, the New Zealand
receive the valuable feedback that
Farm Environment Trust
makes entering the awards so
is delighted to confirm
worthwhile,” said Joanne.
that the 2021/2022 Ballance Farm
In anticipation of more stringent
Environment Awards (BFEA) will
Government requirements, and in
proceed as planned throughout the
order to help protect BFEA
country, including the new
entrants and the judging teams
Catchment Group Award.
from Covid-19, the NZ Farm
Even with the disruptions
Environment Trust is also
caused by the changes to alert
requiring that all judges and
levels in Auckland, Northland and
entrants are fully vaccinated.
Waikato the awards have received
“Whilst we respect that
a pleasing number of entrants
individuals have the right to
across the country allowing the
choose whether or not to be
programme to continue albeit with
vaccinated, the community nature
some adjustments to ensure the
of our programme including
safety of all involved.
awards functions and field day
“Our regional committees have
events means that to align with the
worked hard with the farmers and
Government’s Covid Protection
growers in their communities to
Framework, it is the Trust’s policy
ensure a worthwhile and
that all BFEA entrants are required
rewarding programme can be
to be vaccinated,” said Joanne.
completed,” said Joanne van
Joanne van Polanen
“We hope that entrants will
Polanen, chair of the New Zealand
appreciate that this decision is in
Farm Environment Trust.
the best interests of all involved.
“It is more important than ever that the great
“Through our regional networks, partners,
initiatives and work being done by farmers and
sponsors and entrants across the country, we have
growers is being celebrated and shared with others.”
a large number of people involved in the awards and
The BFEA programme has been slightly adapted
we need to ensure we are running a safe programme
to make it safer and less onerous for entrants given
for all.”
the current Covid-19 situation.
New to the 2021/2022 awards programme is the
This includes the requirement for all judges and
Catchment Group Award that recognises the efforts
entrants to be vaccinated and one round of judging
of a rural community group working together to
being used to complete the full judging process, thus
improve water quality in local rivers, streams, lakes
limiting the amount of contact between entrants and
and wetlands.
the judging panels.
Whilst entries for the standard awards programme
“Whilst we have had to change our usual processes
are now closed, the BFEA regional groups continue
in an effort to keep our people and participants safe,
to work with NZ Landcare Trust to encourage
we have carefully planned and adapted our usual
catchment groups to enter this new award, with
practices to ensure that judging is still thorough and
entries closing at the end of November.

D

WIN
YOUR FULL COMMISSION BACK!

List & Sell with the team at Century 21 Te Awamutu
for your chance to win your full commission back.
Te
erms & Co
ondittio
on s
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

The property must be listed and sold, as a sole agency only, with
Century 21 Te Awamutu and you must allow a standard ‘For Sale’ sign
to be erected at the listed property.
The start date for entries is Monday 13th September 2021 and the
close date for entries is Sunday 13th March 2022.
The contract for sale must be unconditional by Thursday 31st March
2022.
Applies to Residential and Lifestyle property only, no rural or
commercial entries.
The Promoter’s decision regarding the Winners is ﬁnal and no
correspondence will be entered into.
The Winner will be refunded their full commission including GST. The

7.
8.
9.

Winner will be contacted using details provided. If a Winner cannot be
contacted within 5 working days, Century 21 Te Awamutu reserve the
right to redraw the prize. The prize will be Deposited into the Winners
account within ﬁve (5) working days of receipt of Winners bank
account details.
Advertising expenses will not be refunded and do not form part of the
commission.
No staff members of any Century 21 Branch, or their immediate family
can enter into the draw.
The Winners agree Century 21 retains the right to use the Winners
names and photos etc for marketing purposes including, but not
limited to, Social Media and print advertising.

10. The Promoter is not liable for any tax implications that may arise as a
result of winning.
11. COVID Clause: Should the Government change the Covid-19 Alert
system as it affects the Waikato area to Level 3 or higher at any stage
during this Campaign, then the Campaign shall be paused for the
number of days that the Waikato area is in Covid 19 Alert Level 3 or
Higher. Those days will be added to, and form an extension of the
following:
• The close Date;
• The unconditional date; and
• The draw date.
As each date is affected by the Change
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Top 10 ways Government could
back dairy farmers: Dairy NZ
airyNZ is calling on the Government
to partner with dairy farmers to
achieve better outcomes, invest more
in research and development, and stop
overloading farmers with too many
regulations.
Ten recommendations for Government
have been drawn from DairyNZ’s latest View
from the Cowshed survey of 425 dairy farmers.
DairyNZ chief executive Dr Tim Mackle
says it’s critical the Government work more
closely with farmers to support investment in
research and development, so farmers can
continue working to reduce their
environmental footprint, while maintaining
profitability.
“This year’s survey indicates farmers are
making on-farm changes to improve their
environmental management and their
workplaces, but are feeling under pressure
from constant regulatory changes,” says Tim.
“We want to see more focus on ensuring
regulations are fair, practical and don’t
overburden farmers with too many different
requirements.
“Dairy is New Zealand’s leading export
sector, employs 50,000 Kiwis and is forecast to
contribute over $40 billion to our economy this
year, so it’s important for our country’s success
that farmers are supported to keep
contributing to New Zealand.”
Fifty-seven per cent of farmers surveyed
said changing Government regulations are
causing them stress, with 55 per cent also
saying perception of dairy farmers by the
public and in media was also keeping them up

D

The View from the Cowshed survey summarises the top of mind concerns of Kiwi dairy
farmers, like the Woodward family of Ōtorohanga.
Photo / Supplied

at night. A further 67 per cent of farmers feel
there isn’t enough support for farmers dealing
with mental health issues.
Positively, the survey revealed 70 per cent
of farmers surveyed have a Farm Environment

Plan — a key tool farmers use to identify and
manage environmental risks through adopting
good farming practices.
“Dairy farmers are operating in a complex
environment and managing a lot of challenges.

GET READY FOR SUMMER!

FIND YOUR LOCAL DEALER | WWW.STEELFORT.CO.NZ
HARDWORKING PRODUCTS FOR HA
HARDWORKING
ORKING KIWIS SINCE 1946

NO DEPOSIT UNTIL
NO INTEREST
NO PAYMENT

2023

T&C’s APPLY. GEM FINANCE DEALS AVAILABLE THROUGH PARTICIPATING DEALERSHIPS

A STEELFORT PRODUCT | CELEBRATING 75 YEARS

Explore hundreds of
Rural properties for sale
Find out what they’re worth plus get
the latest news and market insights.

Search now at OneRoof.co.nz/rural

Around half previously reported being shortstaffed and 45 percent don’t have the internet
service they need to efficiently run farm
operations,” says Tim.
In the past two years, the Government has
proposed changes to policy on freshwater
management, wintering, climate change,
biodiversity and vehicle taxes which would all
significantly impact on farmers.
These issues may have contributed to 32 per
cent of farmers saying they feel less positive
about farming than 12 months ago — despite
strong milk prices. Only 17 per cent reported
they felt more positive.
Ten ways Government could improve
outcomes for dairy farmers:
1. Slow down the speed and scale of regulatory
change farmers are facing;
2. Help the sector overcome our workforce
challenges;
3. Actively partner with farmers and rural
communities;
4. Set a clear strategy for R&D;
5. Proudly champion our world-leading split
gas approach internationally;
6. Invest significantly in improved digital
connectivity;
7. Give farmers certainty and rule out DIN;
8. Work with us on biosecurity;
9. Remove the ute tax;
10. Rework the National Policy Statement for
Indigenous Biodiversity.

i

You can read the report at dairynz.co.nz/
media/5794833/the-view-from-the-cowshed-doc-2021.pdf

Boundary lines are indicative only

Te Awamutu 858 Bond Road

Views, space and a super location

3

Lifestyle living so close to town! Boasting spectacular views across the Te Awamutu township out to Mt
Kakepuku and Mt Pirongia, this property will certainly impress.

Auction (unless sold prior) 11am, Tue 9 Nov 2021
Lakewood Block C, Unit 1, 36 Lake Street,
Cambridge
View by appointment
Catherine Hayward 027 562 4598
catherine.hayward@bayleys.co.nz

Situated on a fully-fenced 2500sqm (more or less) section, this easy-care home built in 2017 has all the modern
features including a conservatory off the main living space with big windows to take in those great views. You will
love preparing meals in the well-appointed kitchen with its excellent bench space and outlook across the town.
An internal-access double garage combined with another double plus shed at the bottom of the section provides
plenty of storage or workspace options.

bayleys.co.nz/2350513

bayleys.co.nz

1

1

2

SUCCESS REALTY LIMITED, BAYLEYS, LICENSED UNDER THE REA ACT 2008
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Te Awamutu Rotary Book Fair convener Laurel
Smith in the children’s book section, one of the
many rooms set up for the postponed event.
Behind are two more rooms for DVDs, CDs, vinyl
and puzzles and games.
Photo / Dean Taylor
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Of ice cream
and dreams
Rusty Nail
Pinch and a punch, November is here,
Next month already, the last in the
year.
The time has gone by, it’s hardly been
noticed,
This ongoing virus is always the focus.
“How many new cases, will levels
drop?”
“This spreading infection just does
need to stop”.
All of this talk is getting me down,
The focus from media is causing a
frown.
I know that it’s huge and life changing
stuff,
But sometimes my mind just screams
out “enough”!
If you are like me and just need a break,
Get out and about for everyone’s sake.

Covid stymies Rotary fair
Club’s fundraiser is on hold until restrictions lift and its location is in jeopardy

T

e Awamutu Rotary Club’s
annual major fundraiser
has once again been affected by Covid-19 and this
year no end is in sight.
The book fair raises thousands of
dollars for local causes through the
sale of donated books, music, games
and puzzles as people keen for a
bargain flock to the sale.
This year the event was set up in
the former Coresteel building in
Churchill Street, with Rotary club
members sorting thousands of items

into categories and setting up the
sales tables throughout the officestyle premises.
Rotary Book Fair co-ordinator
Laurel Smith says the team put in
a huge effort to get the items ready
for sale — but the fundraiser cannot
go ahead except in Covid alert Level
1 conditions, which appear to be
some way off.
“The organisation allows buyers
to go to the areas they are interested
in, but the office-sized rooms also
make it impossible to adhere to any

We don’t really want to
have to box everything
up again, but it might
come to that
Laurel Smith

type of social distancing,” she said.
Smith said that currently there
isn’t an issue waiting for alert levels

to drop, but there could be at some
stage if the property is leased and
new tenants want to move in.
“We don’t really want to have to
box everything up again, but it might
come to that,” she said.
“It will be a lot of extra work and
we will have to pay for storage until
the fair can take place, which will
eat into our profits.”
She is hoping that Covid numbers
in the Waikato continue to drop and
vaccination rates increase so the fair
can take place at the existing site.

Go ride your bike or have a long walk,
Take a companion and have a nice
talk,
About family and friends or hopes and
dreams,
Your favourite movie or brand of ice
cream.
Look at the trees and birds flying by,
Without any care, way up in the sky.
Smell fresh cut grass or newly baked
bread,
Look at the beauty around us instead.
In times like this we need to dig deep,
Peace with each other’s important to
keep.
Please cut some slack to your fellow
man.
Love each other as best you can.
Tolerance and respect are very much
needed,
Live like this and we’ve all succeeded!

BY NEGOTIATION

2/30 Leith Street Te Awamutu
Realise the Potential
Currently housing two flats, this solid 1930's weatherboard
home is a unique opportunity for investors, first home buyers
or DIV enthusiasts looking for an opportunity to add value.
Conveniently located close to town and local schools, the
property includes a multitude of options for savvy buyers.
LJ Hooker Te Awamutu (07) 871 5044
Licensed Agent REAA 2008

Lot 1 Wharepuhunga Road Te Awamutu
Dream Lifestyle Section
Set on 1.91 hectares (approx.) in a picturesque setting close
to town, lifestyle sections of this calibre & size rarely come to
market. Situated in the highly sought after Korakonui district,
less than 15 mins from both Te Awamutu & Otorohanga, the
site has lovely rural views & established trees.
LJ Hooker Te Awamutu (07) 871 5044
Licensed Agent REAA 2008

5

2

1

1/315 Te Kawa Road Te Awamutu

View By Appointment Only
teawamutu.ljhooker.co.nz/1FWYGG8

Your Slice of Paradise
With picture perfect rural views, this 5000m2 (approx.)
lifestyle section is an amazing opportunity to purchase a
prime piece of paradise. Less than 15 mins to Te Awamutu,
buyers will relish the peace and tranquillity of country life,
whilst enjoying all the conveniences of town living.

Ian Jones 027 447 1758
ian.jones@ljhta.co.nz

LJ Hooker Te Awamutu (07) 871 5044
Licensed Agent REAA 2008

For Sale By Negotiation

1.91 ha
For Sale $685,000
View teawamutu.ljhooker.co.nz/1EHTGG8

Braden Chick 027 373 7790
braden.chick@ljhta.co.nz

Lot 2 Wharepuhunga Road Te Awamutu
Your Slice of Paradise
Set on 2.0947 hectares (approx.) in a picturesque setting
close to town, lifestyle sections of this calibre & size rarely
come to market. Situated in the highly sought after
Korakonui district, less than 15 mins from both Te Awamutu &
Otorohanga, the site has stunning rural views.
LJ Hooker Te Awamutu (07) 871 5044
Licensed Agent REAA 2008

5002m2
For Sale $489,000
View By Appointment Only
teawamutu.ljhooker.co.nz/1FKKGG8

Braden Chick 027 373 7790
braden.chick@ljhta.co.nz

2.0947 ha
For Sale $735,000
View teawamutu.ljhooker.co.nz/1EHZGG8

Braden Chick 027 373 7790
braden.chick@ljhta.co.nz

LJ Hooker Te Awamatu trading as Te Awamutu Realty (REAA 2008). All information contained herein is gathered from sources we consider to be reliable. However, we cannot guarantee or give any warranty about the information provided. Interested parties must solely rely on their own enquiries.
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388 O’Shea Road,
Pirongia

New Listing

Boundary indication only

A 28.397ha bare block of mixed contour, right
on the lower slopes of Mt Pirongia. Subdivided
into approx 28 paddocks and fenced with single
wire internal fencing. The contour lends itself
primarily to grazing stock but an estimated
8-10ha is easily croppable or suitable for hay/
silage. Stock water is currently supplied from the
bore next door. There is an outstanding building
site that offers views for miles, ideal for building
your new home. The property is ideally located,
with Pirongia village a few minutes’ drive away
and within an easy commute to Te Awamutu or
Hamilton.
Deadline Sale Closes 17 November at 1.00pm
at Ray White Te Awamutu, may not be sold prior
Price will be + GST (if any)
View by appointment

Noldy Rust
027 255 3047

rwteawamutu.co.nz/TEA30171
Rosetown Realty Ltd Licensed (REAA 2008)

Boundary indication only

35 Aotearoa Road,
Te Awamutu

Tender

Boundary indication only

This picturesque 94.57 hectare dairy farm
is located in the popular farming location
of Wharepapa South. It boasts very good
infrastructure including a 30 aside Dairy,
inshed meal feeders, up to date effluent system
and multiple support shedding. Comfortably
milking 200 cows. Water is sourced from a
bore via an easement from a neighbouring
property. Contour is mostly rolling with some
steeper sidlings. The main dwelling is a tidy and
well maintained three bedroom house plus a
separate one bedroom self-contained outside
room.
Tender Closes 23 November at 1.00pm at
Ray White Te Awamutu, 223 Alexandra Street,
may not be sold prior. Price will be + GST (if any)
View by appointment
Noldy Rust
027 255 3047

rwteawamutu.co.nz/TEA30174
Rosetown Realty Ltd Licensed (REAA 2008)
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Enrich Group
welcomes
disability
reforms
Govt creating new standalone ministry

W

aipā-based charitable and rolled out in Palmerston North,
trust Enrich Group, that will now be implemented nationally.
works alongside dis“We know Enabling Good Lives
abled people so they works and produces better outcomes
can develop their skills and abilities, for disabled people,” said Karen.
has welcomed sweeping changes in
Enrich
Group,
formerly
the disability sector.
Gracelands Group of Services, has
The Government last week two fully-owned entities – Enrich+
announced it would move disand McKenzie Centre – and is in
ability funding from the
a 50-50 partnership with AcMinistries of Health and
tive+ Waikato.
Social
Development
The
organisations
into a new Ministry for
provide common and
Disabled People.
complementary
Enrich
Group
services that support
chief
executive
people with disabiliKaren Scott said the
ties and those living
changes
would
with
autism
and
finally give disabled
neurodiversities.
people, nearly a quarIts head office is in Te
ter of New Zealand’s
Awamutu, with services
population, hope they
delivered throughout Hamwould be treated
ilton, the greater Waimore equitably.
Enrich Group chief
kato, King Country and
“What I welcome is executive Karen Scott.
Bay of Plenty.
confirmation that all
Photos / Supplied
“We’ve
taken
a
disabled people, and
holistic approach to
their whānau, have greater choice working alongside people with disand control over their supports and abilities since our establishment in
lives.”
1990,” said Karen, who is also deputy
The Enabling Good Lives approach chair of the New Zealand Disability
to disability services, which has been Support Network.
trialled in Christchurch and Waikato
The network, which represents

Colin Long (left), Jasmin Khan (staff), Tracey McRoberts and Joshua Buchanan at a recent Enrich Plus client
celebration in Hamilton.
Enrich Group chief
executive Karen
Scott (left), Shannon
Clark, Maree
Haddon Selby
(board member),
Caleb Wickenden
and Shelley Blair
(service manager)
celebrating Enrich
Plus’ 30th birthday.

many of New Zealand’s not-for-profit
organisations that provide support
services to disabled people, was
involved in talks with Disability
Issues Minister Carmel Sepuloni and
Health Minister Andrew Little during
the system transformation work.
“Disabled people need support to
live good lives and healthcare is just
one part of that which is why treating
disability as a health problem has not
worked for years,” said Karen.
“Both ministers recognised that
and like us wanted to achieve better

outcomes for disabled people.”
The Disability Ministry will come
into existence from July 1 next year.
A transition team would work
within the Ministry of Social Development to support the Disability Ministry’s establishment.
Karen said it was crucial disabled
people were part of that Transition
Team.
One in four New Zealanders identify as having a disability based on the
2013 Disability Survey. Disabled
people face significant barriers to

positive wellbeing – including disproportionate representation in poverty
statistics and experiences of inaccessibility and discrimination. Māori
and Pacific people are more likely to
be disabled than other population
groups.
Enrich+ delivers services from
navigating social situations, building
meaningful
relationships,
transitioning from schools, life skills,
community activities, gaining employment and further support to foster overall wellbeing.
Its autism and specialist services
such as psychology, behaviour support and counselling, do not receive
direct government funding and rely
on service fees and philanthropic
support.
McKenzie Centre provides early
childhood intervention and support
for children aged from birth to school
age who have a developmental delay
or disability, and their whānau.
Active+ Waikato offers comprehensive rehabilitation services.

67 Parihoro Road,
Te Awamutu

New Listing

This is the ultimate lifestyle property with so
many amazing features, it won’t be available
for long. This four dble bdrm plus office home
caters to modern family living with bifold
doors from open plan kitchen/dining/living
area opening out to the covered deck with
uninterrupted views of Mt Pirongia. Master
bdrm has a walk-in wardrobe, safe and ensuite.
Separate lounge and extra guest toilet. 99sqm
coloursteel shed with concrete floor, 3 phase
power, good lighting, car hoist, security alarm
and logfire. The 2678sqm section is surrounded
by farmland and no immediate neighbours.
Deadline Sale Closes 25 November at 4.00pm
at Ray White Te Awamutu, unless sold prior
View by appointment

Cherie Kemp
027 271 9806

ALAN WHITE

rwteawamutu.co.nz/TEA30199
Rosetown Realty Ltd Licensed (REAA 2008)
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Council opposes
Govt’s housing plans
Waipā mayor: ‘Knee-jerk reaction by central govt’

A

Final Notice

Boundary indication only

354 Bellot Street, Pirongia
This architecturally designed, two
storey, cedar clad home features two
dble bdrms downstairs while upstairs
there are two dble bdrms including
master ensuite and balcony looking
towards Mt Pirongia. Separate dble
garage plus lined room with power and
internet, inground swimming pool, on a
fenced 1983sqm section.

Deadline Sale Closes
10 November at 4.00pm
at Ray White Te Awamutu,
unless sold prior

Cherie Kemp
027 271 9806
ALAN WHITE

View by appointment

rwteawamutu.co.nz/TEA30137
Rosetown Realty Ltd Licensed (REAA 2008)

housing
intensification bill from central
government
received major opposition from Waipā District
councillors at council’s Strategic Planning and Policy Committee meeting yesterday.
The Resource Management
(Enabling Housing Supply and
Other Matters) Amendment
Bill, discussed as part of the
quarterly growth report update, would allow mediumdensity housing for all residential zones in Tier 1 councils’
urban areas, including Auckland, Hamilton, Tauranga Wellington and Christchurch urban
areas.
Waipā is included within
Hamilton’s “urban area” along
with Waikato District.
The bill aims to improve
housing supply by speeding
up implementation of the
National Policy Statement on
Urban Development (NPS-UD)
and enabling more medium
density homes through an Intensification Streamlined Planning Process (ISPP).
The bill outlines that Tier 1
councils will be required to
adopt medium density residential standards which will
increase the density in all residential zones apart from large
lot residential zones.
The requirements would
enable landowners to build up
to three houses of up to three
storeys on their site without
needing land use consent, on
most sites. This includes
alterations to existing build-

ings. The changes also introduce no minimum lot sizes for
associated subdivisions.
Councillors say the bill was
deemed not “fit-for-purpose”
for Waipā’s towns, with concerns raised that ad hoc, threestorey developments, which
would be permitted under the
bill, would take away from the
character and good urban design in Cambridge and Te Awamutu, and had the potential to
overload stormwater, water
and wastewater infrastructure
by retrofitting into existing
pipework.
The bill intends to deliver
more housing, but doesn’t
address affordability issues,
councillors noted.
Councillors also opposed
the speed for expected adoption at end of this year, and the
lack of any consultation with
local government prior to the
bill being lodged.
Waipā
mayor
Jim
Mylchreest said the bill should
have been presented in a
stepped consultation process
with
local
government
feedback taken on board.
“I think this is another kneejerk reaction by central government that hasn’t thought
the problems through. And we
all appreciate that we need
higher density developments
but in the most appropriate
place. In terms of spoiling our
existing amenity values within
our existing residential areas,
this is almost guaranteed to do
that.”
Jim also expressed con-

cerns about the shadowing effect from reduced boundary
setbacks and major population
impacts on soft infrastructure
such as parks and reserves if
the proposed bill was approved.
“This bill doesn’t take into
account the impact on our
parks and reserves and the
huge impacts that effectively
tripling the population density
would have on them. I think
this is a recipe for creating
slum situations and a huge
additional cost on ratepayers
to retrofit stormwater, sewage
and water pipes. I think it’s
totally
inappropriate
for
Waipā. “Council have established well-thought out plans
that we have consulted on and
got community support. The
community that has bought
into that for however many
generations should get council
support to protect their investment.
“The community have
trusted council to enforce our
existing standards to protect
their position in the residential
sense and we have an obligation to look after their interests. This is uncontrolled
growth that’s going to impact
on
existing
ratepayers,”
concluded Jim.
Staff will now put together
the council’s concerns in the
Waipā District Council’s response to the Government’s
bill and send to or lodge with
central government before the
November 16 submissions
deadline.

Developments on horizon
Residents can expect an influx
of new building activity in the
coming months on the back of
another bumper quarter for
Waipā
District
Council’s
consenting departments.
Council received 536 building consent applications over
the July to September period,
totalling more than $193
million for the Waipā district,
an increase of 44 on the same
quarter in 2020.
Of these, major movement
could be on the cards in
Hautapu, with an application
to turn one property into 18
industrial sites on Hannon Rd.
A new subdivision appli-

Lance’s LOT

New Listing
351 Ross Street, Pirongia
Screened from the road by mature
plantings is this three dble bdrm home
with a separate self contained one bdrm
granny flat nearby. 108sqm lockup
garage with concrete floor and power
as well as a double garage with an extra
room for storage and projects. Located
in the central Pirongia Village. An
immaculately presented property.

rwteawamutu.co.nz/TEA30198
Rosetown Realty Ltd Licensed (REAA 2008)

Deadline Sale Closes
24 November at 4.00pm
at Ray White Te Awamutu,
unless sold prior
View
by appointment

Cherie Kemp
027 271 9806
ALAN WHITE

cation was also recently
approved for 3Ms of Cambridge Limited for the new C2
structure plan, creating 212
residential lots, a lot for a
primary school, a retirement
village, roads, stormwater and
recreational hubs, and a
commercial hub.
In Te Awamutu, Habitat for
Humanity is seeking a land-use
consent to establish a compact
housing development for
elderly residents on Roche St,
accommodating
46
onebedroom and 31 two-bedroom
units along with three
commercial tenancies to
complement the retirement

complex.
Council’s group manager —
district growth and regulatory
services Wayne Allan said
there is still a continued high
volume
of
applications,
including resource and building consents and council
processing staff remained at
capacity.
Along with receiving and
processing
applications,
council also issued 499
building consents totalling
more than $136m for a mix of
commercial and residential
builds for the same period,
which included 140 new
homes.

THE HONDA SHOP

We have a
DEMO FLEET
of farm bikes
ready.

Te Awamutu Hamilton Cambridge Matamata Putaruru

NEW HONDA FARM BIKES

FARM
RANGE
NEW
HONDA
KIDS BIKES

SXS520

$20,,995 + GST

From

DEMO

$112,3
395 + GST

$26,495 + GST

XR190

XRM125

$5
5,495
5 + GST

$3,495
5+

DEMO

DEMO

TRX520 4x4
From

From

DEMO

TRX420 4x4
From

SXS1000

SXS700

$16,995 + GST

ST

DEMO

CRF250F

$14,995 + GST

$8
8,256.52+ GS
DEMO

DEMO

CRF250F
CRF250F
FRONT CARRIER REAR CARRIER

Part No. HCF01/B Part No. HCR01/B

$239.13+ GST

.

USED BIKES DEALS

x2 to
choose
from

x3 to
choose
from

2019 Honda SXS700
$16,995 incl gst

2014 Honda SXS7002P
from $11,995 incl gst

2019 TRX500 FM2K
from $12,995 incl gst

2019 Honda SXS500
$13,995 incl gst

2009 Honda MUV700
$9,995 incl gst

Power
Steering
x 2 to
choose
from

Low kms
& Power
Steering
x 2 to choose
from

2014 Yamaha Viking
$9,995 incl gst

2015 Honda TRX500 FM1F
$8,495 incl gst

2016 Honda TRX500 FM2G
$8,995 incl gst

2014 Honda TRX500 FE1E
$7,995 incl gst

Auto
500cc

Power
Steering

x4 to
choose
from

x3 to
choose
from

x2 to
choose
from

2017 Honda XR190
from $3495 incl gst

2016 -2019 Kawasaki KL250
$3,995 incl gst

2014 Honda XR150
from $1,995 incl gst

2017 Yamaha YFM700
$11,995 incl gst

HONDA POWER PRODUCTS

x2 to
choose
from

HONDA
HRX217

SAVE
$300

2008 – 2013 Honda CRF230s
from $2,995 incl gst

2013 Honda TRX500 FPMD
$7,495 incl gst

Auto
700cc

2017 Suzuki LTA500 Kingquad
$7,995 incl gst

2013 Honda TRX420 FMD
$5,995 incl gst

2012 TRX420 FPMC
$6,495 incl gst

2018 Honda TRX420 FM2J
$11,495 incl gst

2015 Kubota RTV900
$8,995 incl gst

Electric
Shift

Power
Steering

2018 TRX500 FM2J
from $12,495 incl gst

2018 TRX420 FM2J
$11,995 incl gst

$230.43 +GST

BACK IN
STOCK
NOW

Honda EU22 Inverter Generator
$2,899 $2,599 incl gst

x3 to
choose
from

x2
Available

2018 Suzuki DR200
from $2,495 incl gst

2010 - 2011 Yamaha AG100
$1,795 incl gst

2010 - 2011 Suzuki TF125
From $1495 incl gst

THE HONDA SHOP
www.THSMOTO.co.nz

Te Awamutu:
Hamilton:
Cambridge:
Matamata:
Putaruru:

SAVE
$100

07 871 7317
07 838 9299
07 823 5522
07 888 4969
07 883 3310

SAVE
$50

Honda WB20 PUMP

SAVE
$300

Honda WX10TU Pump

$799 incl gst

$749 $699 incl gst

Talk to Shane, Simon and Skyla about our easy payment options!
Shane Blackwell

Simon Farmer

Skyler Heathcote

shane@

parts@

parts@

462 Ohaupo Road

462 Ohaupo Road
Te Awamutu

021 740 890

Shane Blackwell
462 Ohaupo
021 Road
740 890
Te Awamutu
thehondashop.co.nz

(07)-871 7317

thehondashop.co.nz

shane@thehondashop.co.nz Te Awamutu

(07)-871 7317

thehondashop.co.nz

Ultrafast Fibre
has changed its
name to

tuatahifibre.co.nz
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Treelands team going out on a limb
T

his
year
the
Tree
Musketeers, Waikato- based
team Treelands and family,
are partaking in Movember
by growing a mo and undertaking
The Hyperion Challenge.
Each member of the team will
climb the equivalent height of the
world’s tallest tree, The Hyperion, in
fancy dress. The Hyperion reaches a
staggering 115 metres tall.
Freddie Fisher, Liam Klaus, Dave
Pendleton and his daughters Sophie,
11, and Harriet, 8, will be climbing to
new heights to raise money for
Movember in support of men’s health.
Men’s mental health and suicide
prevention, prostate cancer and testicular cancer awareness need our
help.
That is where the Movember
Foundation steps in. Their goal is to
change the face of men’s health, using
the moustache as the driving symbol
of the movement.
The
Sanctuary
Mountain
Maungatautari team have kindly
agreed to host The Hyperion Challenge for The Tree Musketeers.
All the team need now is the
community to “MOtivate” them by
donating whatever they can.
“So watch this space, there’s going
to be some epic mos grown, with an
awesome team assembled and a
cracker of a challenge to MOtivate
you lovely people to donate what you
can to our Movember team and raise
some cash for Movember NZ,” says
Dave, Treelands director and arborist.
Last year the Treelands team
raised $1240 for Movember.
MEET THE TREE MUSKETEERS:
■ Dave Pendleton
Two-year Mo Bro
Last year’s mo: The chops
MOtivation for MO’ing: I’ve seen too
many of my fellow brothers and close

The Tree
Musketeers
— 2021
Treelands
Movember
team.

friends fall to mental health because
of lack of support. I have and still
suffer from PTSD and having the
support there when you need it is
key. That is why I am again supporting the Movember foundation. I’m
also being joined by my daughters
Sophie and Harriet for our challenge
this year, which makes me feel even
more motivated to raise some serious

money.
■ Sophie Pendleton
Two-year Mo Sis
Last year’s mo: The black marker
MOtivation for MO’ing: I am an
11-year-old young lady (what my dad
calls me) who is eager to support all
men in Movember by climbing the
equivalent height of the tallest tree
in the world, on a tree that is near

where we live. The tallest tree in the
word is a 115.72 metre tall redwood
tree in California.
■ Harriet Pendleton
Two-year Mo Sis
Last year’s mo: The black marker
MOtivation for MO’ing:
I like to climb a lot and love a
challenge. Our motivation is to raise
money for Movember and to support

all men’s health including their
moustaches!
■ Freddie Fisher
Two-year Mo Bro
Last year’s mo: Failed monkey tail
turned standard ‘stache
MOtivation for MO’ing: For those
stuck in a dark place it can be hard
to see the light at the end of the
tunnel. It’s not always easy to tell,
even when it’s someone close to you.
Hopefully through Movember, the
fruits of our efforts can be directed
towards our brothers who need it
most.
■ Liam Klaus
First year Mo Bro
MOtivation for MO’ing: Even a little
support can be the difference in helping someone in need. That’s why I
have decided that to join the team
at Treelands is to support something
bigger! By bigger I mean those who
see us, and are going through tough
times can see that there are people
out there who actually care. Personally I am too online socially shy to
speak up and say what I want to say,
but as of now I am turning over a new
leaf. If I can motivate other people in
any way to just open up about stuff
that’s bringing them down instead of
“roughing it out” then it’s worth
coming out of my comfort zone.

i

To find out more about the
Tree Musketeers and the
Movember foundation or to
donate to the cause, head to
nz.movember.com/team/
2377904.

Third bridge is a strong possibility
New rules on table
for bees, pigs, chooks
A new proposed bylaw created a
buzz at the Waipā District Council
Strategic Planning and Policy Committee meeting on Tuesday, but produced no sting in the tail.
The committee gave the green
light to public consultation on a draft
Animal Nuisance Bylaw which will
run from Friday, November 12 to 5pm,
Monday, December 13.
“The purpose of this bylaw is to
regulate the keeping of bees, pigs,
poultry and other animals in urban
areas, so that they do not create a
nuisance or endanger the health or
safety of the public,” said Waipā District Council’s strategic projects driver
Graham Pollard.
“We’re anticipating having contact
with known keepers of bees, pigs and
poultry particularly in the urban
areas, any specialist organisations
and national bodies and online information. We will also have a
contactless online submission form
available.”
In supporting the motion Te Awamutu councillor Lou Brown said the
bylaw aligned the Waipā district
nicely with other councils such as the
Hamilton City Council.
“I think this just removes from our
agenda a law that we had about
beehives.
“This is something that I believe
was a long-pulled process but I would
support it very much.”
Submissions for the draft Animal
Nuisance Bylaw can be made online
if necessary and would not be dependent upon Covid-19 alert levels,
said Graham.
The bylaw also provides specific
provisions for keeping bees, pigs and
poultry including:
regarding the distance hives can
be from property boundaries where
there is, or is not, a solid 2m high
fencea minimum property area

where beekeeping may be permitted
limits on the number of hives that can
be kept on a property depending on
the size of that property a prohibition
on keeping pigs in the residential
zone, and restrictions in the large lot
residential zone. No roosters at all in
urban areas, restrictions on the number of poultry in urban areas, the
location of poultry houses in urban
areas in relation to dwellings, buildings and adjoining property boundaries.
On August 3, the committee resolved that a new bylaw should be
made to also include the animal
nuisance provisions remaining in the
District Plan following the earlier outcome of the District Plan Change 18
process regarding the keeping of bees
in urban areas.
“The committee determined at its
meeting on August 3, 2021 that a new
Animal Nuisance Bylaw should be
made and that it should cover the
issues of keeping specific animals
such as pigs, bees and poultry. These
have been included in the draft bylaw,” said Graham.
“Most of the issues in the draft
bylaw have the same intent as the
existing District Plan provisions they
are intended to replace, although the
drafting has been changed to improve clarity of purpose and enforcement.”
This draft bylaw does not apply to
dogs as these animals are covered by
the Waipā District Dog Control Bylaw.
On Friday, November 12, more
information about the draft bylaw
and submission forms will be available on the council website for
feedback
at
waipadc.govt.nz/
haveyoursay. Paper copies of the
draft Animal Nuisance Bylaw and the
Statement of Proposal will be available at council offices and libraries
when these are open to the public.

Waipā District Council will progress
a third bridge business case in 2022,
despite the outcome of a regional
transportation model indicating Cambridge’s two bridges will cope with
projected traffic capacity in the
longer term.
The results of the Waikato Regional
Transportation
Model
(WRTM), which models predicted
transport trends and network use for
the district’s future traffic needs, were
discussed at council’s Strategic Planning and Policy Committee workshop.
The workshop and modelling results were presented by council’s
strategy planner Rachel Algar, manager — transportation Bryan Hudson
and principal policy adviser David
Totman. The workshop demonstrated the work under way to inform
council’s transport strategy, which is
under review.
The WRTM showed good traffic
flow even at peak times for most
routes in both Cambridge and Te
Awamutu up to 2051.
“Modelling the network as at 2051
indicates most of the network shows

a level of service as level A, or green,
which is good. Some of the main
routes show a slightly lower level of
service. The worst level of service is
shown around the Hautapu interchange which is a level of service E
to F at peak times,” said Rachel.
It is common to use an A to F
system of assessing traffic flow — or
“levels of service” — for the roading
network, with A being no delays, and
F being a complete stand-still.
The model indicated that during
peak traffic periods, between 4pm
and 6pm on weekdays, the worst
rating received in the Cambridge CBD
was C or D for 2051 population
projections. However, it was acknowledged that at some locations and
intersections, where peaks in travel
are more pronounced, longer delays
would occur.
Further afield in Te Awamutu,
most traffic routes were green, or
level A, with some streets experiencing a higher level of congestion in
2051 than currently being experienced. Heaviest traffic flows and
some delays would continue to occur
around the intersections with State

Highway 3.
Councillors had a robust discussion about the validity of the
modelling due to outdated population projections used from 2013.
Council staff advised that all
modelling has a margin of error and
this was taken into account as well
as the latest housing and employment projections. David said latest
information indicated population
growth was already starting to slow
down, as would be expected while
New Zealand’s international border
remained closed.
“We know we’re currently facing
the pressures of growth but it is
expected to slow due to the lack of
international migration,” said David.
The model also showed that Cambridge’s two bridges, Victoria Bridge
and Fergusson Bridge, which cross
the Waikato River, would cope with
the projected traffic flows to 2051.
Despite this, staff conclusions based
on the modelling have indicated that
a new bridge would be needed in the
longer term, even if this was driven
by the need to retire the historic
Victoria Bridge.

Major subdivision plan gets green light
Waipā District Council has approved
an updated resource consent application for a major subdivision
northwest of Cambridge.
The application, submitted by 3Ms
of Cambridge GP Limited, which encompasses about 30 per cent (47.8ha
of 160ha) of the C2 growth cell in
Cambridge, was approved with
conditions, after the new application
was reviewed and assessed.
The application sought subdivision consent for the staged creation
of 212 residential lots, one lot for a
primary school, a superlot for a retirement village, one neighbourhood
commercial lot and associated

reserves, utility lots, access lots and
roads to vest.
The C2 growth cell, located west
of Kelly Rd, has been earmarked for
future urban development to accommodate a projected population boom
in Cambridge, Waipā district’s largest
town.
Council’s district growth and regulatory group manager Wayne Allan
said it approved 3Ms to undertake
enabling earthworks to activate the
growth cell and was pleased with the
revised proposal and outcome.
“The C2 growth cell remains an
important urban growth cell for Cambridge which will unlock the ability

to deliver more housing and public
and community facilities, which the
town urgently needs,” said Wayne.
“This subdivision approval now
paves the way for construction to
commence.
The decision is available at
waipadc.govt.nz/our-services/
planning-and-resource-consents/
consent-applications-of-interest.
With the approval now given for
the revised application, 3Ms of Cambridge GP Limited is expected to
withdraw its earlier subdivision application and appeal lodged with the
Environment Court, which independent commissioners rejected in July.

Strictly subject to meat supply availability.

Free Chicken
Spend $250

Free Roast Pork
Spend $450

Free Beef Roast
Spend $700

Free ½ Ham
Spend $1000

Free Turkey
Spend $1000

9AM - 5PM MONDAY TO FRIDAY / 9AM - 4PM SATURDAY
RAWHITI ST, FRANKTON, HAMILTON / PH 07 847 9089 / www.forlongs.co.nz
* Conditions apply. Starts 1st of November 2021 at 9am - ends 24th December 2021 at 5pm. See www.forlongs.co.nz for full details.
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A total of 64km of
Waikato route
could be raised
to 110km/h

W

aka Kotahi NZ Transport
Agency
is
inviting
people to have their say
on a proposal to raise
the speed limit on 64km of the Waikato Expressway to 110km/h.
The State Highway 1 Waikato
Expressway is a key strategic transport corridor, connecting Auckland to
the agricultural and business centres
of Waikato and Bay of Plenty. It is
expected to improve economic
growth and productivity through
safer, more efficient movement of
people and freight.
The Waikato Expressway is
nearing completion, with the Hamilton section scheduled to open in mid2022. It is hoped the expressway will
improve safety, reliability and congestion on SH1 by delivering a modern, safe four-lane highway from
south of the Bombay Hills to south
of Cambridge.
In late 2017, following consultation,
the Cambridge section of the Waikato
Expressway was increased to 110km/
h.
The
Huntly,
Rangiriri
and
Longswamp
sections
of
the
expressway have been designed and
built to be safely driven at 110km/h.
The Hamilton section, which is in
construction, will also be able to be
safely driven at 110km/h. These
sections have features that make it
safer for travelling at higher speeds.
Waka Kotahi director regional relationships David Speirs said Waka
Kotahi would only consider a 110km/
h speed limit for stretches of road
built to a standard where the higher
speed limit is considered both safe
and appropriate.
“This includes having at least two
lanes in each direction, a central
median barrier and no significant
curves,” he said.
“Not all sections of the Waikato
Expressway currently meet the design and safety standards for a 110km/
h speed limit.
“Waka Kotahi is now preparing to
upgrade the Ōhinewai, Hampton
Downs, Ngāruawāhia and Tamahere

Lifetime Retirement
Income turns your
savings into a, taxpaid, fortnightly
reliable retirement
income designed
to last your life.
Enjoy ﬁnancial
freedom with
Lifetime.

The section of the Waikato
Expressway which could have a
110km/h speed limit, with varying
limits at the interchanges.
Graphic / Waka Kotahi NZ Transport Agency

The Tamahere Interchange, where many motorists from this region will join the Waikato Expressway.
Photo / Ascend Photography

Expressway speed
limit may get boost
sections so when completed, 64km of
the Waikato Expressway from
Hampton Downs to Tamahere will
meet the necessary standards.
“This will mean that, when
completed, 64km of the Waikato
Expressway between Hampton
Downs and Tamahere will meet the
necessary design and safety standards for a 110km/h speed limit.”
People travelling from Te Awa-

mutu to Auckland will likely access
the Waikato Expressway at the
Tamahere interchange. The 1.6km
Tamahere section of the expressway
is one of the four remaining sections
left to be upgraded and will see side
barriers installed in early 2022 to
ensure it meets the 110km/h standards.
Once completed it is expected to
reduce travel times by 35 minutes

between the Bombay Hills and south
of Cambridge, regardless of the outcome of the 110km/h speed limit
consultation.
It is anticipated the time savings
of travelling 110km/h from Hampton
Downs to south of Cambridge will be
between 3 and 3.5 minutes in free flow
conditions.
Speirs said that before any speed
limits could be changed, Waka Kotahi

must consult, as part of the legal
process for speed limit reviews.
“It’s important people have the
opportunity to provide feedback on
the proposed speed limit changes and
let us know if there are any additional
factors we need to consider before a
final decision is made.”
Formal consultation on the 110km/
h speed review closes at 5pm on
November 23.
Speirs said: “We need to carefully
consider the information we receive,
alongside our own assessments, to
ensure we make the best informed
decision we can.
“Changing speed limits is a legal
process and there are numerous
steps we need to carefully follow
once we have completed our
analysis. We hope to be able to make
an announcement on the outcome of
the Waikato Expressway speed review in the coming months.”

i

Submissions can be emailed
to waikato.speed.
reviews@nzta.govt.nz or
download a FreePost
consultation form from, or
complete the form online, at
nzta.govt.nz/WEX110

0800 254 338
retire@lifetimeincome.co.nz
lifetimeincome.co.nz
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Rushlee Buchanan on the podium at the 2018 UCI Track Cycling World
Championships in the Netherlands.
Photos / Guy Swarbrick

Top cyclist
announces
retirement
from sport
Rushlee Buchanan had stellar career
CYCLING

O

ne of New Zealand’s most
celebrated cyclists, Te Awamutu’s Rushlee Buchanan,
has announced her retirement from the sport.
The 33-year-old has enjoyed a stellar career on the road and track
where she has earned unparalleled
success.
On the track she has won four
world championship medals including the only New Zealand female to

medal in the omnium. She won a
silver at the 2018 Commonwealth
Games and has competed in three
Olympic Games.
Buchanan spent over a decade as
a professional on the road, mostly in
USA, and when returning home in her
off-season, she won four national
road championship titles — the most
by a female rider — and one time-trial.
Her tally of five titles in all at the
national road championships is the
second highest among all female
riders. Additionally, she has won the
New Zealand Criterium Champion-

Buchanan in action during the omnium at the 2018 UCI Track Cycling World Championships.

ships on four occasions.
The born-and-raised Waikato rider
first came into prominence as a
17-year-old when she won the silver
medal in the points race at the UCI
World Junior Track Championships.
Buchanan was among the first female
riders in Cycling New Zealand’s high
performance programme, and based
fulltime at the Avantidrome in Cambridge since it was opened in 2014.
Latterly, Buchanan has been the
chairwoman of the first Athlete Voice
Committee established to give riders’
a direct link with Cycling New Zealand’s governance.
“I have loved every bit of my
cycling journey and I am grateful for

all the experiences and learnings,
even the hard ones,” said Buchanan.
“I am still passionate about the
sport and love riding, but it’s now time
to give my energy to something else
— what that is I don’t know yet! I’m
grateful for all the support and help
I have received from so many people,
and right now I’m enjoying going
through all the memories.”
Cycling New Zealand said while
Buchanan will be sorely missed, her
contribution to the sport both on and
off the bike has been significant.
“Rushlee has been a major force
in our sport for over a decade, and
her palmares speaks for itself. Off the
bike, it’s been a great pleasure to have

her contribute immensely, as chair of
the Athletes Voice Committee,” said
Cycling New Zealand CEO Jacques
Landry. “Given all that Rushlee has
contributed to cycling in New Zealand, there is no doubt she will continue to help grow the sport in different ways.
“She epitomises a successful high
performance athlete — driven, committed, hard-working and talented on
the bike and with professionalism
and good nature off it. She is that
wonderful mix of being an extremely
popular teammate who is always a
fierce competitor. Our door at Cycling
New Zealand will always remain
open for Rushlee.”

Moorby helps Southland to first win in a year
Former Te Awamutu Sports outside
back Josh Moorby scored a try for the
Southland Stags against Northland on
Saturday in his side’s first win of the
2021 Bunnings NPC.
Right-winger Moorby also dotted
down last week in the friendly match
against Wellington in Porirua where
he was named as Man of the Match.
Unfortunately, Moorby had to

leave the field with a head knock
which could see him sidelined for
their final round robin game against
Taranaki on Sunday.
Southland’s bonus-point 37-33 win
over Northland pushed them into
fourth place in the championship
standings with 13 competition points,
one point ahead of Northland.
Southland’s last win was 359 days

previous, with their most recent victory being on November 5, 2020 —
beating Otago 32-15.
The Stags could book a semifinal
spot depending on the result of last
night’s game between Bay of Plenty
and Northland (hadn’t played at the
time of print). If Northland picked up
one or fewer points from the game,
Southland’s semifinal spot in the

rejigged five-team competition will be
locked in.
Southland 37 (Josh Moorby,
Solomon Alaimalo, Matt James, Greg
Pleasants-Tate tries; Marty Banks 3
pens, 4 cons)
Northland 33 (Pisi Leilua, Dan
Hawkins, Rene Ranger, Jone MacilaiTori tries; Dan Hawkins 3 pens, 2 cons)
HT: 23-15

Southland Stags player Josh
Moorby.
Photo / Rugby Southland
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GET GST OFF† ON SELECTED POWER TOOLS AT STIHL SHOP

FS 45 C-E
PETROL LINETRIMMER

FSA 57
BATTERY LINETRIMMER KIT

with EasyStart

NOW

NOW
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$343 GST
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RMA 460 V
SELF-PROPELLED BATTERY
LAWNMOWER
NOW
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NOW
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ON A ROLL:
WHERE TO GO TO KEEP
THE ADVENTURE WHEELS
TURNING

R

eady to take the trail less
cycled? Now that sunny
days are here to stay, we’ve
scoured the country to bring you
a list of under-the-radar options,
which all promise incredible
scenery and thrills galore, so you
can make a plan to hit the track
and do something new.

Northland’s Twin Coast Trail
On the Twin Coast Trail in Northland you
can experience ever-changing scenery,
from coastal views and wetlands, to native
forest and rolling farmland. Stretching from
the Bay of Islands in the east to Hokianga
Harbour in the west, this coast to coast
track is rich in experiences, one which takes
you on a journey through some of New
Zealand’s earliest Māori and European
settlements. On the Northland Experience
tour, you’ll find hidden gems and can get
acquainted with small towns, quirky art
galleries, boutique vineyards and great
places to stop for a bite. You can tick off
iconic Far North attractions too, including
the Waitangi Treaty Grounds and Manea
Footprints of Kupe. Groups are kept
small for flexibility and the five-day tour is
suitable for all abilities. Just jump on your
super comfortable e-bike and follow the rail
trail on dedicated cycle paths and country
roads, supported by your friendly and
knowledgeable tour leader – all the while
basking in Northland’s famed sub-tropical
climate. northlandexperiences.co.nz
Tasman Great Taste Trail
The Tasman region’s stunning scenery is
only part of the story when undertaking
any part of the Tasman Great Taste Trail.
This network of cycleways heads inland and
along the coast, linking Nelson, Wakefield,
Richmond, Motueka and Kaiteriteri. While
tackling the full 174 kilometres is an option,
you can also take part in a day ride or multi-

day sections, with multiple access points
and loop options. Nelson Cycle Hire and
Tours run an option to suit any itinerary.
Whichever you choose you’ll be treated
to the enviable range of artisan goods of
the region – including boutique breweries,
great cafes, berry ice cream stops, local
vineyards, and tasty pizzas. Plenty to keep
you fuelled up so you can jump back on
the bike and soak in the scenes; sparkling
coastlines, lush orchards, estuaries, views of
the mountains and acres of vineyards.
nelsoncyclehire.co.nz
The Queen Charlotte Track
Ready for a challenge? Take to the Queen
Charlotte Track, widely rated as the best
single track in New Zealand and one of
the country’s 23 Great Rides. Pick up a
mountain bike from Wilderness Guides and
you’ll enjoy a fast ride over hard clay in the
summer months. There are parts of the
track suited for less experienced bikers, but
for those with more technical experience
you’re in for an absolute treat. What people
of all skill levels will experience, however,
is the stunning coastal views and native
bush that make the Queen Charlotte Track
such a unique Marlborough experience.
Undisturbed native forest and views of

the Queen Charlottes Sounds are breathtaking. Wilderness Guides can ferry your
pack between accommodation points
so you have the freedom to just ride like
the wind. You can opt, too, to mix things
up with walking, kayaking and cycling
options to fully immerse yourself in the
beauty of this incredible part of the world.
wildernessguidesnz.com
The Waikato River Trails
The supremely calming, lush surrounds of
the Waikato River will be your companion
on a bike tour of the Waikato River Trail. Hire
your bike from Riverside Adventures Waikato
on a three-day adventure and your shuttle
transfers, accommodation and meals will all
be covered. So you just need to concentrate
on all the trail has to offer; riding in view
of expansive Lake Whakamaru and the
incredible sight of the half-million-year-old
Pohaturoa volcanic plug being just some.
Native bush, forestry trails, great pitstops for
refuelling and a 500-metre long boardwalk
along the edge of the Waikato River and
Lake Karāpiro are also on the cards. There’s
the option, for those willing to brave it, to
traverse the Mangarewa Suspension Bridge
too. Or for a more sedate day trip, the
half-day bike tour of the Karāpiro section of

the Waikato River Trails is a hugely popular
option, which takes you through wetland to
Arapuni Village. A truly satisfying day out.
riversideadventures.co.nz

To explore more things to do around
Aotearoa, visit newzealand.com.
Before starting your adventure, please
check current alert level restrictions
and adhere to the Government
guidance provided at covid19.govt.nz
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The Black Ferns perform the haka at Exeter’s Sandy Park.
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Black Ferns’ worst defeat in 100 matches
Emphatic 43-12 for England in Ferns’ first
international outing in two years
RUGBY

T

he Black Ferns will be much
the better for their first international outing in more than
two years, but England has
taken the early series bragging rights
and retained the world No 1 ranking
with an emphatic 43-12 shutout at
Exeter’s Sandy Park.
The result was the Black Ferns’
worst defeat in 100 test matches and
was the ninth time they have suffered
a reverse to the Red Roses — though
the first since Rotorua in 2017 — who
brought muscle and set-piece efficiency to their pack work and a
ruthless ability to punish mistakes.
The tourists blooded nine new
caps and competed gamely, given
their lack of game time, but you do
not have to be a rocket scientist to
know that set-piece will be a major
work-on during the week.
At least seven lineouts were lost
and two tightheads in the scrum,
though they were more from big
shunts from the seasoned England
pack.
After the preliminaries, which included remembering the tragic passing of Sean Wainui, the Black Ferns

seized the early initiative on a windy
day in front of a tremendous crowd
of around 10,000 at the home of
Premiership club, the Exeter Chiefs.
They used a short kicking game to
vary their play and pressured the
home side with good intensity. But
the points did not come.
Instead, England lock Abbie Ward
administered the gut punch with two
tries in the space of six minutes.
Fullback Ellie Kildunne who scored
the third try, was dangerous from the
back.
The Black Ferns scrambled on
defence, but could gain no traction
on attack against England’s front-foot
ball and swift line speed. Left wing
Ayesha Leti-I’iga was busy and
looked likely almost every time she
was in possession, but centre Stacey
Fluhler received almost no ball in
space.
At 17-0 down at the half, the Black
Ferns rallied, a chip by No 12 Chelsea
Alley sitting up fortuitously for
blindside flanker Alan Bremner to
score on debut between the uprights.
Alas, Bremner was yellow carded
soon afterwards for cynical play,
heaping more pressure on the beleaguered Black Ferns forwards.
There was impact from the bench,

Waikato captain Chelsea Alley takes the ball up for the Black Ferns.

in the form of hooker Grace HoupapaBarrett, who shored up the lineout
throwing, prop Krystal Murray and
halfback Ariana Bayler, but England,
deadly on the lineout drive and with
a more cutting edge to its backline,
was not to be denied, running in three
tries in the last quarter.
Fluhler was the sole late try for the
Black Ferns from two slick passes on
the right flank.

• One Machine...
That Does it All

• Easy Storage
Easily Folds Away
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England No 10 Zoe Harrison was
adjudged player of the match for her
haul of 13 points, which included the
last try. She admitted the Red Roses
had “exceeded expectations”.
The second test of the series will
kick off at 3.45am on Monday morning (NZT) from Northampton’s Franklin’s Gardens. There will be surely be
changes — Portia Woodman and Kelly
Brazier are expected back from minor

• Effective Workout
Fun, low impact workouts.

• For All Ages
Personalised Settings For
Beginners and Advanced

niggles — and one would expect a
concerted response from the bruised
Black Ferns.
England 43 (Abbie Ward 2, Ellie
Kildunne, Holly Aitchison, Lark
Davies, Abby Dow, Zoe Harrison tries;
Harrison 4 con)
Black Ferns 12 (Alana Bremner,
Stacey
Fluhler
tries;
Kendra
Cocksedge con)
HT: 17-0 England

Up to

50

%
Off

*Call for Terms
& Conditions

*
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Chiefs sign Kihikihi’s Chyna Hohepa
FPC winning captain signed for 2022
RUGBY

T

he Chiefs Rugby Club have
announced that Kihikihi’s
Chyna Hohepa will join
Black Ferns captain Les
Elder, alongside Black Ferns Sevens
and Tokyo Olympic gold medallist
Ruby Tui in the 2022 Chiefs Women’s
squad for the upcoming Super Rugby
Aupiki competition.
The versatile forward has been a
valuable member of the Waikato
Women’s team since her debut in
2012. This year Hohepa captained the
side in their successful final against
Canterbury, with Waikato claiming
the Farah Palmer Cup Premiership
title.
Hohepa said the title was a
welcomed achievement for the Waikato team.
“This year was very special for me,
being part of the Waikato Women’s
team to take out the Farah Palmer
Cup Championship was something
that has been long overdue.
“The resilience that we had to
show as a team and the culture we
built just all came down to the sacrifices that we all made together and

our ability to push through the barriers. The win wasn’t just for us, it was
for all those who paved the way and
for all the ladies that weren’t able to
come down to the final.”
Hohepa said she is excited to rejoin
the Chiefs Women’s squad after pulling on the Chiefs jersey for the first
time earlier this year.
“When I got the call I was in the
squad I felt overwhelmed with excitement. I’m looking forward to putting
on the Chiefs jersey again. Earlier in
the season I was part of the squad
that played the Blues so to be able
to have another opportunity to wear
the Chiefs logo on my chest again is
very special.”
A proud Waikato woman, Hohepa
said it was an easy decision to return
to the Chiefs.
“I come from a small town and
we’re staunch Waikato and Chiefs
here, so having this opportunity was
an easy decision. When I think about
the Chiefs I think about mana, resilience and leadership plus the culture
that the club withholds. These are
things I hold very close to my heart
and I’m looking forward to being a
part of it.
“I think it’s great that the Chiefs

Farah Palmer Cup winner Chyna Hohepa has been named in the Chiefs Women's squad.

have a women’s team. It’s going to
create exposure and opportunities
which is very important to me because of my daughter and all our
younger girls and future wāhine toa
coming through, as well as ourselves.”
Chiefs Women head coach Allan
Bunting said Hohepa is an experienced campaigner.
“Chyna is a very hearty,
hardworking player. She was part of
our Black Ferns Sevens squad a while
back and I know her well. She has

shown she can lead from the front
in a very impressive FPC final and has
a lot of valuable experience that will
certainly enhance our environment.
“We are looking forward to seeing
her bring those elements into our
team and continue to grow on and
off the field.”
Chiefs Rugby Club CEO Michael
Collins said he was rapt to have
another local wāhine confirmed for
the Chiefs Women.
“We are rapt to have Chyna
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returning to the Chiefs Women in
2022. She had an outstanding year on
the field for Waikato and that is a
credit to her experience and leadership. We are delighted to have such
a proud Waikato wāhine represent
our club and we are looking forward
to seeing what she will achieve both
on and off the field.”
2022 Super Rugby Aupiki squads
are due to be announced today.
Chiefs Memberships are now on
sale.

Dining discounts when you get alongside the Chiefs
RUGBY
The Chiefs Rugby Club have
launched their 2022 Chiefs membership programme with platinum sponsor Bartercard named as the official
partner of the programme.
Bartercard have come on board to
offer 2022 Chiefs members 50 per
cent of their membership price back
in restaurant vouchers. This will be
offered to the first 2000 adult Chiefs
members who sign on with the club
for 2022.
Members can use these at several
restaurants around the Chiefs region
and enjoy local hospitality either before a Chiefs home game or outside
of game days.
The new Bartercard restaurant
vouchers are just one of a long list
of benefits offered exclusively to
members. Members will gain access
to all Gallagher Chiefs home games,
which includes two free matches if
purchased prior to Friday, January 14.
With the introduction of Super
Rugby Aupiki, members will now be
connected to both men’s and
women’s Chiefs teams with members
receiving access to the first ever
Chiefs Women’s home fixture at FMG
Stadium Waikato.
“We are excited to launch our 2022
Chiefs membership programme

today, and look forward to seeing our
2021 members returning and having
loads of new members join our Chiefs
whānau for the upcoming season,”
said Chiefs Rugby Club CEO Michael
Collins.
“Members are the heartbeat of our
club, they are our most loyal, passionate fans and the more of them we
have with us, the stronger we are both
on and off the field.”
Collins acknowledged the inclusion of Bartercard as the official
partner of the 2022 membership programme.
“With Bartercard on board our
members now get to enjoy even more
benefits outside of the stadium at a
number of local restaurants across
Chiefs country. This makes the membership more affordable as everyone
needs a good feed, but more importantly it encourages families and
friends who are passionate about our
club to connect and create memories.”
Bartercard national sponsorships
manager Ross Hamilton said they too
are excited about the new partnership.
“Bartercard are very excited to be
partnering with the Chiefs membership programme. We understand that
whether you are a sports club or
business, without fans, supporters or
customers you have no club or busi-

ness. Bartercard wish to thank our
member businesses The Lawrenson
Group Hamilton, The Good Home
New Plymouth and Hennessys Rotorua for supporting this fantastic initiative.”
Free kids’ memberships will again
be on offer with every adult membership purchased in selected zones.
Members will once again be able to
purchase a dual Chiefs and Waikato
Mooloo membership allowing them
access to an extra five Waikato
Mooloo home matches at FMG
Stadium Waikato, plus a new option
to access the Waikato Supporters
Club Lounge for the entire season for
only $20.
The membership offer also
includes an option for fans to get to
the cricket this summer, with the
Northern Brave membership add-on
available.
For the first time, Chiefs members
will be able to add on the Northern
Brave membership to any membership for $129 adults, $89 kids. This
includes general admission tickets to
all Northern Districts domestic cricket
home matches, a replica playing top
and discounts on tickets and corporate hospitality for Black Caps and
White Ferns matches played at Seddon Park (excludes Cricket World
Cup matches).
Gallagher Chiefs members’ bene-

Bartercard
Venues where the new Bartercard
restaurant vouchers can be
redeemed:

●

Hamilton
House Bar — 27 Hood St
Furnace — 150 Victoria St
Keystone — 150 Victoria St
The Bank — Corner Victoria St and
Hood St

●

Rotorua
Hennessys Irish Bar — 1210
Tutanekai St

● New Plymouth

The Good Home — 21 Ariki St

fits include a personalised seat
sticker, a member’s blanket, 20 per
cent off official merchandise and apparel, 15 per cent off food and
beverages at FMG Stadium Waikato
and dedicated members’ only lanes
for entry.
There is access to exclusive events
such as Members’ Day, Captain’s Run
and Kids’ Clinic, priority purchase
rights to home playoff matches and
All Blacks home tests.
Members will also receive a 15 per
cent discount on additional tickets to
2022 home matches along with a 20
per cent discount for Gallagher Chiefs
away matches in New Zealand.

Collins is thrilled to be able to join
forces with other organisations.
“We know we have a number of
Chiefs members who love cricket and
there are a lot of Northern Brave fans
who also enjoy watching our Chiefs
teams. This unique add-on is special
as both fan segments will be able to
enjoy live sport from summer
through to winter and both primary
venues are conveniently placed not
far from each other.”
“Being able to once again include
the Waikato Mooloo membership to
our offering just makes life easy for
the real hardcore rugby fans in the
Waikato. They have the ability to
keep their same seat across two
seasons and they score a huge number of benefits.
“We know we have a decent
amount of proud Mooloo supporters
who are Chiefs members, they bring
their cowbells to our matches, and we
hope to see a large number of them
take up the dual membership like
they did for this year.”
Chiefs memberships are on sale
from today until the Gallagher Chiefs’
first 2022 home match at FMG
Stadium Waikato.
Seated Chiefs memberships start
from $110 for adults and $45 for kids.
Kids can score a free membership in
select zones with an adult membership. Credit card fees apply.
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Waikato snatch win off BOP
Picksters:
After the completion of
round nine of the 2021
Bunnings Warehouse NPC
Picksters competition Canterbury, Southland, Waikato,
Hawke’s Bay and Otago
(friendly match) came out
victors, while the Auckland
teams are no longer in the
competition due to Alert Levels.
The Southland players and
coaching staff would have
breathed a sigh of relief after
what was their first win for 2021.
The postponed Bay of
Plenty v Northland match from
Week 8 was also played last
night (after going to print).
NZME’s Jesse Wood has
retained the top of the ladder
spot but has been joined by
Team Power Chill who played
their joker (double points) this
week.
Pickster Andrea Miller of
PGG Wrightson sits in third
spot after another great round
of pick success.
Te Awamutu Flooring Xtra’s
Darren Marsom had a good
round of picks and now sits in
fourth place while Team
Nic&me round off the Picksters.
Picksters: You have one
joker to play anytime during the
competition and if we don’t get
your picks on time, we’ll select
the home teams on your behalf!
Match Report:
Waikato celebrated lock
James Tucker’s 50th match for
Waikato with a 33-37 victory
over Bay of Plenty at Tauranga
Domain in round nine of the
Bunnings NPC.
The Mooloos opened the

Waikato’s James Tucker notched up 50 games.

scoring early in the match after
they were awarded a penalty
almost out in front of the opposition's goal posts.
D’Angelo Leuila was successful with the penalty shot at
goal and Waikato had a three
point lead after six minutes.
Cortez Ratima extended
Waikato’s lead when he
crossed for the first try of the
match. Leuila added the extras
and Waikato had a 10 point
advantage after eight minutes.
At the 25 minute mark,
Lucas Cashmore scored the
home team's first try, he was
also successful with converting
his own try, cutting Waikato’s
lead to just three points.
With eight minutes remaining in the first half, Waikato
were awarded a penalty after
the home team were penalised
for being offside. Leuila was
again successful pushing Waikato’s lead out to 6 points.
However, Bay of Plenty
found themselves in front after
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a driving maul resulted in a try
to Nathan Harris. Cashmore
added the extras and the home
team was in front 14-13 with 4
to play in the first half.
Approaching halftime, Bay
of Plenty were reduced to 14
men after Leroy Carter was
shown a yellow card for a lifting
tackle.
Waikato opted for a lineout
and after winning their own
throw shifted to Mosese Dawai
who stretched out to score.
Leuila was successful with the
conversion and Waikato took a
14-20 into the break.
Ratima scored his second
try shortly after half time and
again Leuila was successful
with the conversion and Waikato again had a 13 point lead
over the home team.
Bay of Plenty reduced the
advantage to six points again
when Joe Webber scored in the
corner. Cashmore was successful with the conversion
from the side-line and it was

21-27 after 45 minutes.
Carter’s try made it a onepoint game after he joined the
driving maul to score. Cashmore this time was unsuccessful and it was 26-27 in favour
of Waikato at the 52 minute
mark.
Waikato found themselves
down to 14 men at the 56th
minute mark, when Hamilton
Burr was shown a yellow card.
But Waikato were able to hold
out Bay of Plenty when down
a man.
In the final 10 minutes, No
8 Rupeni Tamani was able to
get a one on one situation and
smashed his way over for his
maiden Waikato try. Leuila kept
the scoreboard ticking over
with the extras from the sideline
to give Waikato an eight point
buffer.
Leuila made it an 11 point
game when he was successful
with a penalty shot at goal after
Bay of Plenty were penalised
for not releasing in the 73rd
minute.
Right on full time, Bay of
Plenty scored through Eroni
Narawa and Cashmore added
the extras but Waikato had
done enough to claim the victory and move into second
place of the Bunnings NPC
Premiership Standings.
Bay of Plenty 33 (Lucas
Cashmore, Nathan Harris, Joe
Webber, Leroy Carter, Eroni
Narawa tries; Lucas Cashmore
4 conversion)
Waikato 37 (Cortez Ratima
2, Mosese Dawai, Rupeni
Tamani tries; D’Angelo Leuila
4 conversions, 3 penalties)
HT: 14-20

Friday 5 Nov

Waikato v Otago, 7.05pm

Saturday 6 Nov

Tasman v Wellington, 2.05pm
Canterbury v BOP, 4.35pm
Hawke’s Bay v Northland, 7.05pm

Sunday 7 Nov

Taranaki v Southland, 2.05pm
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Beauden Barrett dives in for a try after an intercept early in the game

Barrett
notches up
a milestone
test with win
All Blacks begin European tour in style
RUGBY

Liam Napier

B

eauden Barrett celebrated
his milestone test with two
tries as the All Blacks
notched a record-equalling
victory over Wales in Cardiff to begin
their European tour in style.
After a grind of a first half, the All
Blacks popped the cork in the second
spell to showcase some champagne
rugby — Will Jordan and Sevu Reece
claiming tries from the very top draw.
Barrett bagged two intercept tries
— the first and last — to be named man
of the match and savour the occasion
of becoming the All Blacks’ 11th test
centurion.
Against a heavily weakened Welsh
side, missing three English-based
players and several more through
injury, the All Blacks were in total
control. They led 18-6 at halftime and
after claiming seven tries — five in the
second half — their 38-point winning
margin matched the 2005 side for the
largest against Wales in Cardiff.
This was a second half exhibition
from the All Blacks, treating the
74,500 sell out crowd to superb,
patient attacking rugby. Ardie Savea
was the standout for All Blacks from
No 8. He claimed turnovers and was
a handful throughout with ball in
hand but the All Blacks dominance
truly came to the fore when they
unleashed their bench.
Brad Weber, Sevu Reece, Samisoni
Taukei’aho and Tupou Vaa’i all had
a major impact in blowing the Welsh
away in the final quarter. While
Jordan claimed a stunning individual
try, Reece’s strike had the All Blacks

embracing the Harlem Globetrotters
with the interchanging of passes
between Savea, Rieko Ioane and the
try-scorer.
Wales closed within 12 points early
in the second half through their only
try to second five-eighth Johnny
Williams but with a long list of
absentees, it was almost as though
they talked themselves out of the
contest before the match began. Their
losing run against All Blacks dating
back to 1953 and now spanning 32
successive tests, including 17 defeats
in Cardiff, continues.
While the All Blacks were always
expected to win and win well, their
dominant finish sent a clear message
to their European rivals.
Barrett savoured the dreamed
start as he snaffled Gareth
Anscombe’s pass and cruised away
to score in the fourth minute. Barrett
was, however, possibly fortunate not
to concede a yellow card not long
after for another attempted intercept.
Wales, having watched the
Springboks find success with their
high ball assault during the Rugby
Championship, adopted similar tactics to frequently pepper the All
Blacks back field.
Already without three leading
English-based players with this test
falling outside the official window,
and reeling from a host of injuries,
Wales suffered another early blow to
lose captain Alun Wyn Jones, in his
record-breaking test, to a shoulder
injury after a collision with Jordie
Barrett.
The All Blacks set piece enjoyed
dominance with Nepo Laulala winning two scrum penalties and the

Beauden Barrett after becoming the All Blacks 11th centurion.

Welsh lineout, following Wyn Jones’
influential departure, losing two of
their own throw to squander prime
attacking chances.
Like the Boks, Wales employed
rush defence on the All Blacks
midfield which made getting the ball
to the edges difficult at times. The All
Blacks emulated these tactics with
Anton Lienert-Brown and others flying out of the line to make big spot
tackles.
With Wales applying pressure
wider out and rookie openside Taine
Basham contesting the breakdown to
slow possession the All Blacks pack
took the direct route with success.
Savea stood out in this regard to
carry multiple times in the same
passages, bump off defenders and
make metres with leg drive — this
combining with a slick offload to set
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up TJ Perenara’s try.
Nepo Laulala copped a harsh yellow card just before the break with
French referee Mathieu Raynal
appearing to be talked into a card
after Ross Morarity led with, and
ducked his head into contact. Laulala
was ruled to not have used his arms,
reducing the All Blacks to 14 men for
the start of the second half, and
Morarity left the field to further deplete Wales.
Laulala’s temporary absence didn’t
hurt the All Blacks, however, with
both teams claiming three points.
The Welsh kicking tactics began to
backfire in the second half as Ioane
and Jordan launched counter attacks.
Ioane made one bust but Jordan was
not to be outdone, claiming a superb
solo strike after gliding to the outside
and chipping the last man to score

his 16th try in his 11th test.
From there, the All Blacks bench
lifted the pace and tempo, with Wales
unable to stick with the visitors. Wales
coach Wayne Pivac admitted as
much post match, saying his side “fell
off a cliff”. With Wales put to bed the
All Blacks move on to Italy in Rome
where Ian Foster will embrace the
chance to rotate his squad before
headline tests against Ireland and
France to finish the season. The only
concern for the All Blacks will be a
shoulder injury to Brodie Retallick.
Wales16 (Johnny Williams try,
Gareth Anscombe pen 2, Rhys
Priestland pen, con)
All Blacks 54 (Beauden Barrett 2,
TJ Perenara, Will Jordan, Dalton
Papalii, Sevu Reece, Anton LienertBrown tries, Jordie Barrett con 5, pen
3) HT: 6-18
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Danielle Prebble
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DECODER
Each number
  
letter of the alphabet.
Write the given letters
into all squares with
matching numbers.
Now work out which
letters are represented
by the other numbers.
As you get the letters,
write them into
the main grid and
the reference grid.
Decoder uses all 26
letters of the alphabet.

6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13
C
15
14
16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26
T
U

DOWN
1. Pancake mixture (6)
2. Chewing lolly (3)
3. Fragrance (5)
5. Financial dealings (7)
6. & ' * + "# " -#
7. Booty (4)
8. *  * % "-/-#
12. Plain (9)
15. Dedicated call system (7)
16. Mourn (6)
19. Pipfruit (5)
20. Expectorate (4)
23. Behind (3)

2

3

5

4

571

the grid so that every row,
column and every 3x3
SUDOKU Fillevery
box contains the digits 1 to 9.

= >@H@J>
: + :  ; *
or more letters can you
make, using each letter
only once? Plurals are
allowed, but no foreign
words or words beginning
: *  L  !*Q     X : 
Good 11 Very Good 15 Excellent 21+

E G I
P N O

Black out squares to reveal a completed grid
All puzzles © The Puzzle Company

BLACKOUT
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Across: 1. Beggar, 4. Cancel, 9. Tempo,
10. Inferno, 11. Educate, 13. Iced, 14.
Bathing suit, 17. Cost, 18. Stammer,
21. Pensive, 22. Plate, 24. Tidies, 25.
Seethe.
Down: 1. Batter, 2. Gum, 3. Aroma, 5.
         
       
16. Grieve, 19. Apple, 20. Spit, 23. Aft.

A

24

B G D
10

11

25

I

E

26

P M

12

13

At Te Awamutu Funeral Services our dedicated team is passionate about providing valuable guidance and a
personalised service at a time when you need it most.
- Offering Generations of Experience Locally Owned Qualiﬁed Funeral Directors.
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ACROSS
1. Mendicant (6)
4.   "#
9. Pace (5)
10. $%  "#
11. Teach (7)
13. Frosted (4)
14. Togs (7,4)
17. Price (4)
18. Stutter (7)
21. Thoughtful (7)
22. Dish (5)
24. Neatens (6)
25. Fume (6)
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ego, eon, gen, gin, gip, gone, ion, nip,
nog, nope, one, open, opine, peg, pen,
peon, pie, pig, PIGEON, pin, pine, ping,
pion, poi, pone, pong
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Classiﬁeds

Phone: 871 5151
Email: class@teawamutucourier.co.nz

- FAMILY NOTICES - PUBLIC NOTICES - EMPLOYMENT - FOR SALE - PROPERTIES - MOTORING - TRADE SERVICES - ENTERTAINMENT -

Church Services

Deaths

In Memoriam

ANDERSON,
VANNER,
Barry Baxter.
George Vincent.
British
Passed
away [R613787
peacefully on 31 st Merchant Navy ]
October 2021, aged 85. Passed away on 2nd
Loved husband of November 2021, aged
Dorothy for 60 years. 88 years. Much loved
Much loved Father of partner of Avalon.
Sharon and Wayne Loving Father and
of
and their partners. Father-in-law
Adored Poppa of five Andrew, Paula & Rob,
grandchildren and and the late Debbie.
Great Pop to eight. The Cherished Grandad of
Charlie, STIRLING,
family would like to Aiden,
thank the staff at Danielle, and Billy.
Shane Erueti.
Radius Windsor Court
“Safe travels on
for their love and care
“PONEE”
the ocean”
given to Barry.
Due to restrictions a
A
private
family private family service 8.02.1985 - 6.11.2017
service will be held at will be held at
Four years today our
Alexandra
House Alexandra
House
Chapel, Te Awamutu Chapel, Te Awamutu dearest darling baby
(today)Thursday, 4th on
Saturday,
6 th Ponee. Still today the
November at 1pm. November 2021 at painful heartfelt tears
Service can be viewed 11am. Service can be
via live stream please viewed via livestream for you son.
email
to please
email
It’s still hard for us
office@teawamutufun office@teawamutufun
erals.co.nz for link. All erals.co.nz for link. In to accept that you’re
gone. I’m trying not
communications to lieu
of
flowers,
the Anderson family, donations
to think about it all
to
Te
PO Box 137, Te Awamutu St John
wrong. I know that
Awamutu 3840.
would be appreciated.
you’ve gone to a better
All
communications
Te Awamutu Funeral
please to the Vanner place. But sometimes
Services FDANZ
family, PO Box 137, Te I just want to see your
Awamutu 3840.
face. Knowing that
Te Awamutu Funeral
you’re never coming
Services FDANZ
HENDERSON,
back. Making the
John Russell.
whole idea of missing
Passed
away
you so whack. I really
peacefully in Waikato
can’t explain what I’m
Hospital
on
26 th
October 2021, aged 87.
trying to say. And why
Husband of the late
I’m thinking of you
Jean. Dad, Grandad
everyday.
Why won’t
and great grandfather
these feelings go away.
to Graeme, Stuart,
Alan
and
their
You were more than
families.
our son, brother &
Due
to
Covid
restrictions we have
uncle, you were our
reviewed plans and a
mate. Someone who we
celebration
of
thought would be there
Russell’s life will be
to the end. Just know
held at a later date. In
lieu
of
flowers,
that you can never be
donations to the Heart
replaced. And glad you
Foundation would be
won the race. But like
appreciated.
All
communications to
the song says “It’s so
the Henderson family,
hard to say goodbye.”
PO Box 137, Te
We just really wish you
Awamutu 3840.
didn’t leave us. Always
Te Awamutu Funeral
in our hearts forever.
Services FDANZ

Remember
usinyour
Willand
leavealegacy
ofhopep

JACOBS,
Barrie David.
In loving memory.
Barrie passed away
peacefully on the 6th
October aged 83.
Loving husband of the
late Janice. Much
loved Dad to Grant,
Wayne and Colin.
Loved father-in-law to
Mandi and Nicki and
Grandad to Finley.
Private
cremation
held on 9th October
2021.

Your loving
Mum Dad Stakis
Tez Neff
BoomBoom
Mummy

Public Notices

ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
Notice is hereby given that the
108th Annual General Meeting of the
above club will be held in the
President’s Lounge, Te Awamutu
Racecourse, Racecourse Road
Te Awamutu on Monday
29th November at 7.30 pm.
Nominations for 8 elected Board Directors
Close with the Election Co-ordinator
Waipa Racing Club
PO Box 181 Te Awamutu
At 4.00 pm on Friday 19th November 2021
on the prescribed form available from the
Election Co-ordinators ofﬁce.
1025 Racecourse Road
Carolyn Christian
Election Co-ordinator
waiparacing@outlook.co.nz

Lost and Found
LOST bunch of some 12
keys and remote, reward.
Contact John 0211822470.

Pets
POINTER x BEARDIE
PUPPIES 5 boys, 2 girls.
Very handsome and
friendly puppies. Will
make great pets, family
or hunting dogs. Please
contact for pictures or
viewings. Ready to go
now fully wormed and
with first vaccination
done. Contact Andrea 021
173 8530. $500 ONO.

For more
information, call

0800530000

PIRONGIA
For the latest in
rural news.
thecountry.co.nz

TOPIARY
Open Fridays10am-4pm
132 Sainsbury Road
Pirongia OR phone
Susan Ranstead
0274 176 379

Funeral Directors

TE AWAMUTU
FUNERAL SERVICES

Vehicles Wanted

Alexandra House Chapel

Proudly helping families
with dignity and sincerity.
We’re there for you 24/7.

Phone 871 5131

262 Ohaupo Road,
Te Awamutu

www.rosetown.co.nz

Garth & Lynette Williams
Helen Carter

For compassionate and caring service
www.teawamutufuneralservices.co.nz

Caring Funeral Professionals

Dennis Clements

871 5221
027 485 1501
@TotaltreecareWaikato
www.totaltreecare.co.nz
totalnz@gmail.com

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$

$ CASH FOR CARS $

IN-STEP

Podiatry Services
OPEN LIZ CLARKE

Trucks, Vans, Utes, 4x4’s,
Motorhomes and Caravans

SAT ffor professional

Wanted in any condition

414 Cambridge Rd
Te Awamutu

DEAD OR ALIVE

qualiﬁed care
(Child Specialist)

870 40
4080
080

WE WILL BEAT ANY MARKET PRICE
Painting &
Decorating
NO GST CHARGE

CARAVANS

WALLPAPERING

Boats, horse floats,
quads, trailers,
outboards, old cars,
trailers,
motorbikes,
motorhomes.
Any condition,
anywhere.
Phone Steve
027 622 0011
WANTED working or non
working
Stihl
and
Husqvarna chainsaws,
brush cutters, blowers.
Ph Richard 022 619 6714.

To Let

PAINTING &

PHONE 0800 505 099 24/7
$$ TOP CASH
FOR CARS $$
Cars, Vans,
Utes, Big Trucks

jcpaintmasters
@gmail.com

Going or not going
Same day pick up
Call or

text

Be property prepared

OneRoof.co.nz

027 440 7101
or 871 2171
safestorage.co.nz

Tree Services

QUALIFIEDARBORISTCREW:

WAIPA
WEATHER

DRIVEN.CO.NZ

Property & Home
Maintenance
COMMERCIAL
and
domestic cleaning. Call
Maid Marj 871 3309.

021 860 995
07 949 7495

SAFE ‘N’ SOUND
STORAGE
• Units available now!
• Electric Security Fence
• Camera surveillance

Semi Retired
John Crichton

027 485 5654

Many sizes, good rates,
security and seven
day access.
Phone 871 3332
or 027 493 3187

Funeral Directors & Monumental Masons

07 870 2137

Chipping, Felling,
Maintenance, Pruning,
Removals, Stump Grinding,
Hedge Cutting, Section
Clearing and much more.
Free Advice with Quotes!

INTERIOR

Find your next
car now.

570 Alexandra Street, Te Awamutu

The Professional Arborists

Health

RESIDENTIAL-RURAL-COMMERCIAL

For week ending 4 November 2021

Honouring your
loved ones wishess

Thank you for your support
Te Awamutu

Wanted to Buy
or Exchange

A1 SELF
STORAGE
Plants & Gardens

Hello, we are looking for a house to rent
preferably rural or in a private location.
We are a family of three, Iain, Michelle and
our son that is 11yr Cooper and we have one
dog, two chickens and a rabbit. We are a
professional couple with Iain working as a
Tanker driver in Te Awamutu and myself I
own a fashion design business shellzdesign.
co.nz. Now for most people their main
concern might be our dog Abby, she has
been brought up on a farm so is no problem
around farm animals, sheep or cattle etc as
we keep her fully under control at all times.
Also we are very particular about our
surroundings and take pride in where we live,
so yes we are house proud and to prove this
we have excellent reference.
So if you would like your property well looked
after to a lovely family you can contact us on.
Iain Watt - 022 133 9354
Michelle Howell - 027 472 9080
Thank you for your time.

41AA

Formal Notices

Gardening &
Landscaping

Wanted to Rent

Pirongia
Pokuru
Pukeatua
Te Awamutu

Min C°

Max C°

Rain/mls

7.2

22.5

54.6

Ph. 871 9246 or
027 5140 342 FREE
QUOTES

Trade Services

10

24

59

PLUMBING

7.7

25

60

7.3

23.2

50.4

AFFORDABLE
RATES

For soil moisture and temperature visit:

Lmcc.co.nz /weather

Phone Bryan
027 498 9021
anytime

Thursday, November 4, 2021
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Trade Services

Tim Young

DRAINAGE
OFFAL
HO

LES

• Soak • Surface wells
• Lined Soak holes
• Concrete products
available
• Foundation Drilling
• 4WD Trucks

OWNER/OPERATOR:
FREEPHONE
STEVE COLSON
0508 HOLES DUG
0508 465 373

No job too big
or too small WE DO IT ALL!

EARTHWORKS

Phone Bryan
027 498 9021
anytime

LAWN
MOWING

Phone:
Tim: 022 487 4608
Nicky: 027 254 6600

- Earth & site works
with Laser Level
- Pond work
- Races & farm tracks
- Drain cleaning and
spinning, new & sub
soil drains
- Tree felling, stumping

JOURNALISM CADET

Free quotes

Here’s a unique opportunity to earn while you train as a junior journalist with four of New
Zealand’s biggest and most-respected media organisations.
NZME, Ma–ori Television, Newshub/Discovery and the Paciﬁc Media Network have come
together with support from New Zealand On Air via the Public Interest Journalism Fund
to offer a one-year training experience like no other.
Te Rito is a journalism project to foster and develop talented journalists from Ma–ori,
Paciﬁc and other communities traditionally under-represented in media, and to
encourage new voices who will tell the diverse stories of Aotearoa.

FOR TRESL&ETVUISION
REPAI

Journalism Cadetship Programme
One-year ﬁxed term
Te Rito Journalism Project

Reasonable rates
Phone Steve
021 747 225

NING

 elevision Aerial Installations & Extensions
 atellite Dish Installation Since
 tereo Repairs
1990

29

Employment Vacancies

0800 248 229

Applications are open now for cadets to join the Auckland-based one-year programme of
training and work experience which will begin in February 2022.
As a cadet within the Te Rito programme, you’ll have a chance to experience all facets of
journalism across digital/print, radio/audio, video/broadcast television and more.

WESTEND ELECTRONICS 871 5193

Your teachers and mentors will be experienced newsroom operators who can’t wait to
share with you just how exciting, rewarding and meaningful journalism can be.
If you have drive, initiative, a love of storytelling and a desire to make a difference in your
community, this could be your leap into an amazing future.
There will be two cohorts of cadets – one group, ﬂuent in te reo Ma–ori, will be based at
Ma–ori Television and the other will be based within NZME’s Central Auckland newsroom.

Broken Windows, Frameless Showers, Splashbacks,
Custom Mirrors, Table Tops, New Glazing, Pet Doors

Get rid of those ugly stumps
easily! Affordable Stump
Grinding, will remove them,
our tracked machine only
places 4lb per inch weight
on the ground so no ugly
wheel marks on the lawn.
Phone 0211
0211852755
1852755 for a free quote

To apply for the programme, visit teritojournalism.co.nz and ﬁll in the online
expression-of-interest form.
For general inquries, email terito22@gmail.com
Applications close Friday 12 November 2021.

Public Notices
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Employment Vacancies

VACANCY

epresen

In the heart of Te Awamutu, Freeman Court makes
independant living affordable and a little easier for
older people. We have three vacant positions to start
as soon as possible.

on
,

east t e
tr enn a e ect ons.
The Council received 50 submissions on its initial proposal. The majority of submitters expressed suppor
for aspects of the initial proposal. The Finance and Corporate Committee deliberated on all 50 submissions
on the initial proposal and resolved whether to accept or reject submissions as set out in the agenda and
minutes of the meeting of 12 October 2021.
The final proposal reflects the Council’s consideration of, and decisions in relation to, submissions on the
initial proposal following the statutory consultation process.
The Council having deliberated on all of the submissions has decided to adopt its initial proposal as its final
proposal.
Final Proposal
Council Representation:
Waipa District Council to comprise the Mayor elected at large and 11 councillors elected under
the ward system, specifically 10 general ward councillors and one M aori Ward councillor.
The Councillors will be elected from the following five wards:
Ward and number of councillors
- Waipa Maori Ward - One Maori Ward Councillor

Communities of interest
Maori electoral population district - wide

Cambridge Ward - Four General Ward Councillors

Urban areas of Cambridge and Leamington

Te Awamutu and Kihikihi Ward - Three General
Ward Councillors

Urban areas of Te Awamutu and Kihikihi

Pirongia and Kakepuku Ward Two General Ward Councillors

The rural areas surrounding the Te Awamutu
and Kihikihi Ward which look to Te Awamutu
as a service centre

Maungatautari Ward One General Ward Councillor

The rural areas surrounding the urban ward
of Cambridge which look to the town as a
service centre

The population that each general ward councillor represents is within the range of 5,270 +/- 10%
(4,743 to 5,797) in compliance with section 19V(2) of the Local Electoral Act 2001, and the number of
Maori
Ward members complies with Schedule 1A of the Local Electoral Act 2001.
Population Estimate
(as at 30 June
2020)

Number of
Councillors

Population
per Councillor

- Ward
Waipa- Maori

5,100

1

5,100

N/A

Cambridge Ward

21,300

4

5,325

101%

Ward

+/- 10%

Te Awamutu and Kihikihi Ward

14,600

3

4867

92.4%

Pirongia and Kakepuku Ward

11,250

2

5,625

106.8%

Maungatautari Ward

5,590

1

5,590

106%

If you are interested, please contact
Tricia (Residential Manager) at 07 871 5260
or email tricia.ball@habitat.org.nz

Receptionist/Administrator
Part time plus relieving
Do you have great customer service skills,
admin experience and a sense of humour?
Are you available for part time
work plus relieving?
We seek a motivated person with proven
administrative skills and experience in
quality customer service for our busy ofﬁce.
This is a part time position including ﬁxed
Tuesday and Friday each week , as well
as other casual days covering for staff
sickness or leave. We provide family health
care for Waipa families. To join our friendly
team, you must be able to deliver accurate
work under pressure. Experience in the
health sector will be an advantage.
To apply, email your CV and covering
letter to the Administration Team
Leader Lakin Wilton, lakin@tamc.co.nz

Community Board Representation
The following two Community Boards be elected
Subdivisions and number of members

• Casual Carer (variety of shifts covering 24/7 roster.
No experience is required as training will be given)
• Relief Cook/Kitchen Hand (20 hours minimum)
• Casual Kitchen Hand/Cook

Community

Cambridge Community Board
Cambridge Subdivision is the
Cambridge and Leamington urban areas
Maungatautari Subdivision is the rural
areas surrounding the urban ward of
Cambridge which look to the town as a
service centre.

a) Four Elected members from the Cambridge
Subdivision
b) One elected member from the Maungatautari
Subdivision
c) One appointed member from the Cambridge
General Ward Councillors
d) One appointed councillor from the Maungatautari
General Ward
a) Four elected members from the Te Awamutu and
Kihikihi Subdivision
b) One elected member from the Kakepuku Subdivision
c) One appointed member, from the Te Awamutu and
Kihikihi General Ward Councillors
d) One appointed member from the Pirongia and
Kakepuku General Ward Councillors

Te Awamutu and Kihikihi Subdivision is
the Te Awamutu and Kihikihi urban areas
The Kakepuku Subdivision is the existing
[2019-2022] Kakepuku Subdivision,
comprising rural areas surrounding the
Te Awamutu and Kihikihi Ward which
look to Te Awamutu as a service centre

The population that each elected community board member represents is within the range of
+/- 10% in compliance with section 19V(2) of the Local Electoral Act 2001 as set out below:
Subdivision

Number
of Elected
Members

Population Estimate
(as at 30 June
2020)

Population
per Elected
Member

+/- 10%

Cambridge Community Board
Cambridge Subdivision

22,510

4

5,628

99%

Maungatautari Subdivision

5,970

1

5,970

105%

Te Awamutu and Kihikihi Community Board
Te Awamutu and Kihikihi
Subdivision

17,160

4

4,290

100.5%

Kakepuku Subdivision

4,190

1

4,190

98.1%

Any person who made a submission on the Council’s initial proposal may lodge an appeal against the
Council’s decision. An appeal must relate to the matters raised in that person’s submission. Appeals must be
in writing and can be submitted by:
• Post: Waipa District Council, Private Bag 2402, Te Awamutu, 3840
• Email: submissions@waipadc.govt.nz. Put Representation Review Submission in the subject line.
• Deliver it to us at one of the Council Offices in 101 Bank Street Te Awamutu or 23 Wilson Street,
Cambridge.
Appeals must be submitted by Monday, 6 December 2021 5pm. An Appeal form is available on Council’s
website should you wish to use it. All appeals received will be forwarded to the Local Government
Commission for consideration.
Further information: Any queries regarding the Council’s Representation Review should be directed to
Jo Gread, Manager Governance, either via 0800 924 723 or jo.gread@waipadc.govt.nz.
Information is also available on the Council’s website: https://www.waipadc.govt.nz
Garry Dyet,
Chief Executive

Stewart and Cavalier TRADEZONE are
looking for and enthusiastic customer sales
assistant to join our locally owned company
located in Te Awamutu. The role is a full-time
position where you will be part of a committed
and dedicated group of friendly people who
take pride in exceptional customer service.
In the role you will:
• Interact with our customers over the phone
/counter answering and asking questions
to understand their requirements
• Demonstrate and explain equipment
when required, emphasising technical
information
• Restock shelving, process inwards and
outwards goods, and assist in keeping the
premises tidy and safe
• Repair and manufacture hydraulic hoses
once training is given
The successful applicant will:
• Have
previous
engineering/trade
experience and knowledge
• Have attention to detail and data entry
skills in a retail environment
• Be enthusiastic and friendly with a can-do
attitude
• Be able to get stuck in and do what it takes
for all to succeed
Stewart and Cavalier TRADEZONE oﬀers a
competitive re numeration package with staﬀ
buying privileges. This is a busy, challenging
role and every day is diﬀerent. Our customers
are our friends and you can have a positive
impact on them. If you think this sounds like
you please send your CV and covering letter to:
careers@stewcav.co.nz

&Cavalier

Stewartt

TRADEZONE INDUSTRIAL
STORE
TE AWAMUTU
TE
E AWAMUTU
A
C
COLLEGE

Vehicle Inspector – COF B

Te Awamutu and Kihikihi Community Board

ENGINEERING SUPPLIES
SALES ASSISTANT

Our fun family run business is looking to adopt a new
member to the team. We have a full-time position
within our newly built workshop in Te Awamutu and
are offering a competitive remuneration package and
your birthday off – Paid!
If you are a certiﬁed COF inspector and are looking for
a new challenge or just a change of scenery, call us
today to chat about this excellent opportunity.
Ideally, you will have your COF B authorities however,
if you are mechanically skilled with 3-5 years ‘hands
on’ mechanical trade experience and/or relevant
automotive qualiﬁcation, we will coach, guide and
train you to gain these Waka Kotahi (NZTA) inspection
authorities.
Our ideal candidate will be:
• COF certiﬁed
• Trade Qualiﬁed as Diesel Mechanic
• Good at time management
• Be able to work without supervision
• Licensed up to Class 5
• Prepared to help out with mechanical work as and
if required
• Customer focused with a friendly can-do attitude
• Team orientated
If you want to work for a company that appreciates
good people and this opportunity excites you, then
please forward your CV to shara@htsl.co.nz or call
Shara on 0274155441 for a conﬁdential chat.

C
CLEANERS
REQUIRED
Te Awamutu College
requires experienced
cleaners to work on a
casual basis.
The successful applicants Be property prepared
will be subject to the
OneRoof.co.nz
Police Vetting process.
For more information
please contact the
Property Manager
Mike Bell - 021 276 1349

For the latest in
rural news.
thecountry.co.nz

HOW ARE YOU GETTING
HOME TONIGHT?
If you’re out and having a few
drinks, make sure you’ve got a
sober driver to get you home safely.

Thursday, November 4, 2021

Te Awamutu Courier

BOOKS

Teaching artists to
find their own voice

P

ROLIFIC CHILDREN’S
AUTHOR and illustrator
Donovan Bixley has just
released a new title that is
uniquely him. Draw Some
Awesome is an interactive book
engages both beginners and more
experienced artists, regardless of
their age, giving them the tools they
need to find their own drawing style.
Donovan takes his readers through
warm-up exercises, mark making,
sketchbooks, imagination exercises,
inspirational shapes, drawing
animals, faces, character creation,
detail, copying, perspective,
thumbnails, shading, shadows,
composition, making an illustration,
and even drawing a unicorn.

Were you always a prolific
drawer?

One of my family’s earliest photos of me is age
3 drawing a dinosaur on this cool blackboard
easel my parents got me — so I guess I must
have been a pretty precocious drawer. I used
to draw pictures and then I’d write stories to go
with them, making little books out of scrap paper.
At school, drawing trucks was a great way to
get the school bully on side — which is probably
the reason that I really hate drawing trucks now!
However, when I went to art school, at AUT in
Auckland, I felt like I was totally hopeless. I was
this big fish from small-town New Zealand, and
all the other students seemed to be so much
better than me and know what they were doing.
These days I tell students that success often
comes from being more stubborn than brilliant!

Why is it important for our
tamariki to know how to draw?

I hope that there will be kids out there like I was,
for whom art and drawing is a gateway into
finding something they’re really passionate
about. You know, when you get obsessed with
something it really starts firing all your other brain
cells too. For me, drawing is all about
communicating your ideas to people — especially
now that we have so much visual media in our
work and home lives. Our culture of Kiwi
ingenuity needs creative people — and most of
those great Kiwi ideas begin life as a drawing.

Do you still enjoy drawing now
that it’s your job?

I think that’s an important question for anyone
who turns their passion into their career whether
they’re sportspeople, or artists or rocket
scientists. Certainly for me there have been many

Draw Some Awesome
by Donovan Bixley,
Upstart Press, $29.99

Left: Author Donovan
Bixley.

times when I felt like I was just a machine, a
conveyer belt artist. There are some really difficult
mental struggles to face when your work is so
directly related to you as a person — you’re
putting it out there for people to judge — and
as a creative, a lot of that success or failure rests
on you alone. But, even after a whole day of
drawing I just love to come home and doodle
and scribble. Many of my most successful books
have been created because I was just doodling
away and then decided to write a book to go
with my pictures — just like when I was a kid.

You’ve visited thousands of
students across Aotearoa and
overseas giving workshops, that
must have helped when making
this book?

A place for adventure
away from digital world
INSPIRING TWINS Amber and Serena Shine on
strength, survival and a lifetime seeking
adventure.
From their first steps, the twins set out from
their family farm in rural Waiuku with the bush
and mountains in sight. Together they've run the
world's highest marathon on Mt Everest, walked
jaguars in the Amazon, sailed treacherous seas
from Hawaii to San Francisco, navigated ice falls
while climbing Mt Cook, raced 322km on a
dogsled, and survived naked in the African
wilderness for 21 days on the hit Discovery show
Naked and Afraid.
We talk to them about their book The Wild
Twins: Tales of Strength and Survival.

outcome of landing a
flip, or rather not
landing.

The Wild Twins: Tales
of Strength and
Survival
by Amber and Serena
Shine, HarperCollins,
$39.99

Have you done
any other
adventures
that did not
make it in the
book?

Yes, we have done
many more, but there
were only so many we
could fit in one book.

What was your
most
dangerous encounter?

Why did you write this book?

Over the years people love hearing about our
adventures and always want to hear more . . .
so we like to think this book will inspire people
to get out there and adventure in this everincreasing digital world. Throughout our
adventures we kept diaries so we have an
accurate account.

A: There has been plenty of those too, and
probably in most adventures. The leopards,
hyenas and other predators stalking us in the
night in the African wilderness still sends a shiver
up my spine.

What was your favorite
adventure from this book?

Does your broken back injury
still affect you today Serena?

S: Hard to say as all of them are, but climbing
Mt Cook would be one of the more special ones
being on home turf and NZ highest mountain.
A: Agree, although very hard to choose as each
adventure has its highs and lows –Mt Cook was
pretty epic with just the two of us and being
in New Zealand.

What was your least favorite
adventure from this book?

S: I can’t say I have any least favorite but if the
snowboarding accident is counted then I would
definitely say this one due to a not-so-great

I’d been building up a lot of ideas from the type
of questions that students ask me about drawing.
The great thing about visiting so many schools
is that I’ve got to put in to practice how to present
some complex ideas in really simple ways so that
even junior students can grasp big artistic ideas.
I didn’t want Draw Some Awesome to be one
of those books that teach kids to conform to
my way of drawing. I wanted to capture the
atmosphere of when I’m in a class running a
workshop where I give them skills to find their
own voice.

It doesn’t stop me from doing anything or limit
me. However, at times it does hurt but it’s nothing
to dwell on, I’m just thankful I can still do any
kind of adventure and keep fit working out.

What is the most enjoyable part
of these adventures?

It depends on what adventure we are talking
about. But often, the more challenging an
adventure is, the more satisfaction you get when
you have completed it. Also, just experiencing
new and different things makes every adventure
unique and keeps the adventure spirit high.

TCHELISLED
N
CSAATURDA
Y

Who are your illustration
heroes?

Wow, so many . . . from classic artists like
Leonardo da Vinci, and Edgar Degas, to the
completely different genius of storytellers like Dr
Seuss and Murray Ball. There’s lots of highs and
lows being a self-employed artist, and I’m inspired
by seeing how my heroes faced these challenges
as well as their artistic challenges.
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NEW LISTING

1266 Cambridge Road

3

1

5

Te Awamutu
Found It!!
A property that copes with everyone’s toys from jet
skis to trailers, high riding utes to boats, bikes,
campervans and everything in between, plus a
warmly renovated home environment for the whole
family. With gorgeous rural views, a major shopping
complex just down the road for all those last-minute
items, takeaways and medical centre, this home is
perfectly located. Our vendors have double glazed
and insulated their elevated character home which
enjoys all day sun, features an extensive private rear
deck for summer family barbeques and it has a
fabulous kitchen for the budding chef in you.

teawamutu.ljhooker.co.nz

NEW LISTING

2/515 Alexandra Street

Fantastic Opportunity

teawamutu.ljhooker.co.nz/1FZVGG8

1

Sale By Deadline
Closes 2:00pm Wednesday
24th November 2021
(unless sold prior)
___________________________________

LJ Hooker Te Awamutu
(07) 871 5044

LJ Hooker Te Awamutu
(07) 871 5044

Licensed Agent REAA 2008

2

1

0

Te Awamutu
This solid 1960’s weatherboard home was built to last
& will be sure to attract the attention of first home
buyers or investors. Situated on a 725m2 (approx.)
section, the property is conveniently located close to
local schools & is a short stroll to town, the library,
park & Events Centre.
The home is fresh, clean & tidy & features a neutral
décor to suit a range of furnishings. Prospective
buyers will be impressed with the stunning native
timber flooring, new carpet in the bedrooms as well
as floor & ceiling insulation. The interior is light &
bright & includes a functional kitchen.

1

Location Sensation
For Sale
$975,000
___________________________________ Seeking a low-maintenance lockup in a great
location, your first family home or a sturdy
View
investment?
By Appointment Only
___________________________________ Well, try this three bedroom brick beauty just a
few steps away from the heart of Te
Agent
Awamutu’s main street and all it offers.
Gary Derbyshire 021 149 4371
This is a fantastic buy in so many ways.
Mark Derbyshire 021 181 7747
Talk to Pamela and make it yours today.

teawamutu.ljhooker.co.nz

BY NEGOTIATION

147 Mangapiko Street

3

Te Awamutu

View
By Appointment Only
___________________________________
Agent
Pamela Thackray 021 184 1255

Licensed Agent REAA 2008

BY NEGOTIATION

Lot 2/8C Forkert Road

5688m2 (aprox.)

Ohaupo
Build In The Heart Of Waikato
For Sale
By Negotiation
Situated in the heart of the Mighty Waikato, this
___________________________________

For Sale
By Negotiation
___________________________________

View
wanting the peace & tranquility of country life, whilst
By Appointment Only
enjoying all the conveniences of town living. The
___________________________________ north-west facing property is an easy commute to
Te Awamutu, Hamilton or Cambridge & is just a short
Agent
stroll into the vibrant village of Ohaupo with cafes &
Fiona Collins 027 295 4250

Agent
Braden Chick 027 373 7790
braden.chick@ljhta.co.nz

LJ Hooker Te Awamutu
(07) 871 5044

LJ Hooker Te Awamutu
(07) 871 5044

5688m2 (approx.) lifestyle section is ideal for buyers

Licensed Agent REAA 2008

destination stores. New owners will enjoy
spectacular rural views in a relaxed & picturesque
setting – a perfect spot to build their dream home.
Subject to title.

teawamutu.ljhooker.co.nz/1FWDGG8

Licensed Agent REAA 2008

LJ Hooker Te Awamatu trading as Te Awamutu Realty (REAA 2008). All information contained herein is gathered from sources we consider to be reliable. However, we cannot guarantee or give any warranty about the information provided. Interested parties must solely rely on their own enquiries.

